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1

INTRODUCTION

Game theory is the study of conflict and cooperation between rational decision makers, or players, within a competitive environment. It offers a framework in which the strategic interaction between players can be modelled,
which is used to understand the behavior of these players in practice. Game
theory comprises two branches: cooperative game theory and non-cooperative
game theory. Cooperative game theory analyzes situations where enforceable, binding agreements between the players are possible. In such situations, the main issue is to find a reasonable redistribution of the joint
revenues. Non-cooperative games do not allow for these binding contracts,
and individual incentives play a prominent role. In this thesis we focus on
non-cooperative games. The essential elements of such a game are its players, their available strategies and the pay-offs that assign a value to each
player for each combination of strategies.
Definition 1.0.1. A non-cooperative strategic game G :“ pN, pXi qiPN , pui qiPN q
consists of a set of players N, a set of feasible strategies Xi for each player i P N
Ś
and a pay-off function ui : iPN Xi Ñ R for each player i P N. The goal of each
player is to selfishly maximize her pay-off.
A collection of strategies that maximizes the social cost, i.e., the aggregated pay-off, is called a social optimum. One of the most important tools
that game theorists have at their disposal is the Nash equilibrium, named
after John Forbes Nash Jr. [54]. A Nash equilibrium is a set of strategies
that players act out, with the property that no player benefits from an unilateral deviation. Intuitively, this means that if a player is told the strategies
of all her opponents, she would still choose to retain her original strategy. A version of this equilibrium concept was already used in 1838 by
Cournot [20], who developed game models of oligopolistic competition. In
Cournot’s theory, firms choose how much output they need to produce in
order to maximize their own profit.
The modern game-theoretic concept of a Nash equilibrium is broader
than Cournot’s. In general, it is defined in mixed strategies, where players
choose a probability distribution over their available strategies instead of
one available strategy. A Nash equilibrium in mixed strategies is called a
1
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mixed Nash equilibrium, and using Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem [40] Nash
proved that a mixed Nash equilibrium exists in each finite-player strategic
game. An equilibrium in pure strategies is called a pure Nash equilibrium,
and does not exist in each strategic game.
The three papers discussed in this thesis all belong to the field of algorithmic game theory, and address questions regarding the computational
complexity of constructing pure Nash equilibria.
1.1

algorithmic game theory

This relatively new field lies in the intersection of game theory and computer science, and concerns itself with the design and analysis of algorithms
in strategic environments. In doing so, it deals with perhaps the most fundamental discrepancy between computer science and game theory: the latter
studies (the dynamics of) competitive behavior, but disregards the computational complexity issues that arise when computing equilibrium states which would be the foremost concern of any computer scientist. As pointed
out by several researchers (e.g. [16, 21]), the computational tractability of
a solution concept contributes to its credibility as a plausible prediction of
the outcome of competitive environments in practice. Thus, the computation of equilibria has been one of the earliest research goals of algorithmic
game theory.
More general, algorithmic game theory concerns itself with issues regarding the computational complexity of algorithms for strategic games. On the
one hand, it analyzes existing games: it studies algorithms that compute or
approximate equilibria, and determines if these equilibria are unique and
efficient. On the other hand, it studies the design of strategic games that
are guaranteed to have ‘good’ equilibria: equilibria that can be computed
efficiently and have a social cost that is close to the social cost of a social
optimum. It combines ideas from the classical economic mechanism design
with algorithm design and computational complexity. This side of algorithmic game theory is called algorithmic mechanism design.
In this thesis, we focus on the uniqueness and computation of pure Nash
equilibria in resource allocation games. In the rest of this thesis we use the
term equilibrium as shortcut for pure Nash equilibrium.

2
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1.2

resource allocation games

A resource allocation game is a collective name for all strategic games
where players compete over a set of resources. In the games we consider,
we assume that all players have full information about the game, i.e., the
demand, strategy space and pay-off function of each player are publicly
known. Furthermore, the games we consider are one-shot simultaneous move
games, as all players simultaneously choose an action from their available strategies. Among others, resource allocation games contain the wellknown classes of congestion games and multimarket oligopolies.
1.2.1 Congestion Games
unsplittable congestion games Congestion games as introduced
in Rosenthal [64] constitute an elegant game-theoretic model describing the
distributed allocation of resources among selfish players. Specifically, such
a game comprises a finite set of players N, a finite set of resources E and
the pure strategies of a player are given by a set of allowable subsets of
resources Si Ď 2E , where 2E denotes the power set of E. In the context
of network games, the resources may correspond to edges of a graph and
the allowable subsets correspond to paths connecting a source and a sink.
Resources have cost functions ce : N Ñ Rě0 that depend on the number of
players currently using the resource. We denote the strategy of player i P N
by xi and x denotes a collection of pure strategies xi of the players. For a
given strategy profile x, the disutility of each player is just the sum of the
resource costs of the chosen subset of resources:
ÿ
πi pxq :“
ce pde pxqq,
ePE

where de pxq denotes the number of players that use resource e in their
chosen strategy xi . Rosenthal proved in his seminal paper that congestion
games always admit a pure Nash equilibrium. Nowadays, we refer to this
classical model as an unsplittable congestion game.
Example 1.2.1 (Unsplittable Congestion Game). Consider the unsplittable
network congestion game where two players need to choose an s-t path in
graph G1 depicted in Figure 1.1. The cost of using a specific edge is depicted next to the edge, where x stands for the number of players that pick
this edge in their s-t path. In the feasible strategies depicted in Figure 1.2
3
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and Figure 1.3, player 1 has a total cost of 0 ` 1 ` 0 “ 1 and player 2 a total
cost of 2 ` 0 “ 2. As no player can strictly decrease her cost, these strategies
form a pure Nash equilibrium.

0

u

s

x
2

v

u

2
t

s

0

Figure 1.1: Graph G1 .

u
t

s

t

v

v

Figure 1.2: Player 1.

Figure 1.3: Player 2.

In this classical model all players have an equal weight, and such games
are known to be potential games. A game is said to be a potential game if
the incentive of all players to change their strategy can be expressed using
a single global function called the potential function, where pure Nash equilibria are the local minima of this function. For example, for unweighted,
unsplittable congestion games a potential function is:
Φpxq :“

e pxq
ÿ dÿ

ce pkq.

ePE k“1

If one would assign a weight to each player, the game is called a weighted
unsplittable congestion game. For weighted congestion games, the cost of
using a resource does not depend on the number of players using this
resource, but on the total weight of all players using this resource instead.
a weighted unsplittable congestion game is not a potential game, and a
pure Nash equilibrium might not exist.
nonatomic congestion games Since the initial work of Rosenthal,
several works studied related or generalized variants of congestion games,
starting with nonatomic congestion games, introduced in 1973 by Schmeidler [66]. In these games, there is an infinite number of players that are all
infinitesimally small. Hence, no player can individually influence the game.
Instead of having a set N of players, N now represents a set of different
player types. Each type i P N is then represented by a continuum of r0, di s
players, and all players of the same type have the same available strategies.
The cost of a resource depends on the fraction of players using it.

4
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Example 1.2.2 (Nonatomic Congestion Game). Consider the nonatomic network congestion game where we have players of only one type, and the
continuum of players is represented by the interval r0, 1s. Similar to Example 1.2.1, each player needs to choose an s-t path in graph G2 depicted
in Figure 1.4. In an equilibrium state all players will take the lower path,
resulting in a cost of 1 for each player. In a social optimum, the players
will divide equally over both edges, resulting in an average cost of 34 . This
famous example by Pigou [60] maximizes the ratio between the social cost
in a Nash equilibrium and the social cost in a social optimum ( 43 here), also
known as the price of anarchy [43].
1
s

t
x

Figure 1.4: Graph G2 .

For non-atomic congestion games the equilibrium strategy profile is also
called a Wardrop equilibrium. Also for this setting, a potential function is
known:
ÿ ż fe
ce pyqdy.
ePE 0

The existence of a potential function implies that each non-atomic game
posesses at least one pure Nash equilibrium.
atomic splittable congestion games Atomic splittable congestion
games resemble the nonatomic congestion games, but assume that all players in one type cooperate in order to minimize the aggregated cost of all
players in this type. For example, assume that multiple oil companies send
oil through the same system of pipes. Then, all infinitesimally small oil
drops owned by the same company might ‘cooperate’ in order to reduce
their average flow time or cost. In such games, one could also say that N
is a set of players, where each player has a positive demand di that she can
fractionally distribute over her available strategies.
Example 1.2.3 (Atomic Splittable Congestion Game). Consider the atomic
splittable network congestion game where we have two players with demands d1 “ d2 “ 12 . Again, each player needs to fractionally distribute her
5
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demand over the s-t paths in graph G2 depicted in Figure 1.4. In an equilibrium state both players send 13 over the lower path, and the remaining 16
7
over the upper path, resulting in a cost of 23 ¨ 13 ` 1 ¨ 16 “ 18
for each player,
14
and a social cost of 18 . Each solution where the total load on both edges is
equal to 12 is a social optimum, with a social cost of 34 .
Haurie and Marcotte [38] showed that classical nonatomic congestion
games (cf. Beckmann et al. [7] and Wardrop [75]) can be modeled as atomic
splittable congestion games by constructing a sequence of games and taking the limit with respect to the number of players. It follows that atomic
splittable congestion games are strictly more general as their nonatomic
counterpart.
integral splittable congestion games Lastly, an integral splittable congestion game is similar to an atomic splittable congestion game,
but players can only split their demand in multiples of some common
‘packet size’.
Example 1.2.4 (Integral Splittable Congestion Game). Consider the integral
splittable network congestion game where we have two players with de1
mands d1 “ d2 “ 12 , and a packet size of 10
. Again, each player needs to
divide her demand over the s-t paths in graph G2 depicted in Figure 1.4,
1
but can only divide her demand in multiples of 10
. In an equilibrium state
3
2
both players send 10
over the lower path, and the remaining 10
over the
6
3
2
38
upper path, resulting in a cost of 10 ¨ 10 ` 1 ¨ 10 “ 100 for each player, and
76
a social cost of 100
. Again, each solution were the total load on both edges
1
is equal to 2 is a social optimum, with a social cost of 34 .
There are integral splittable congestion games that do not posess a pure
Nash equilibrium. Though, in some special cases equilibria do exist. For example, when the strategy set of each player is the set of bases of a matroid.
In this subsection we introduced the basic setting for four different types
of congestion games. In this thesis we mostly study the atomic splittable
congestion games. Hence, in the next section we introduce these games
formally, and in their most general form.
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1.2.2 Atomic Splittable Congestion Games
Atomic splittable (network) congestion games have first been proposed by
Orda et al. [59] in the context of modelling routing in communication networks. They can be compactly represented as:
G “ pN, E, pSi qiPN , pdi qiPN , pci,e qiPN,ePE q .
Here, E is a finite, non-empty set of resources and N a finite, non-empty
set of players. Each player i P N is associated with a demand di ě 0 and a
collection of allowable subsets of resources Si Ď 2E . A strategy for player
|S |
i P N is then a (possibly fractional) distribution xi P Rě0i of the demand
over the allowable subsets S P Si . Thus, one can compactly represent the
strategy space of every player i P N by the following polytope:
#
+
ÿ
|Si |
Pi :“ xi P Rě0 |
xi,S “ di .
SPSi

We denote by x “ pxi qiPN the overall strategy profile. The induced load
ř
under xi at e is defined as xi,e :“ SPSi :ePS xi,S and the total load on e
ř
is then given as xe :“ iPN xi,e . Resources have player-specific cost functions ci,e : Rě0 Ñ Rě0 which are assumed to be non-negative, increasing,
differentiable and convex. The total cost of player i in strategy profile x is
defined as:
ÿ
πi pxq “
ci,e pxe q xi,e .
ePE

Each player aims to minimize her private disutility πi pxq. For i P N, we
Ś
write S´i pd´i q “
j‰i Sj pdj q and x “ pxi , x´i q meaning that xi P Si pdi q
and x´i P S´i pd´i q. In this context, a Nash equilibrium is defined as follows.
Definition 1.2.5. A strategy profile x is a Nash equilibrium if and only if for all
i P N and yi P Si pdi q:
πi pxq ď πi pyi , x´i q.
Using that the strategy space is compact and cost functions are increasing
and convex, Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem implies the existence of a Nash
equilibrium [63, Theorem 1].
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1.2.3 Cournot Competition and Multimarket Oligopolies
The Cournot Competition model also falls into the class of resource allocation games. In the basic model of Cournot [20] introduced in 1838, firms
produce homogeneous goods and sell them in a common market. The selling price of the goods depends on the total quantity of goods that is offered in the market. Each firm aims to maximize its profit, which is equal
to the revenue minus the production costs. In a multimarket oligopoly (cf. Bulow [13]), firms compete over a set of markets and each firm has access to a
firm-specific subset of the markets. In their most general form, these games
are represented by the tuple:
M “ pN, E, pEi qiPN , ppi,e qiPN,ePEi , pCi qiPN q,
where N is a finite, non-empty set of n firms and E a finite, non-empty
set of m markets. Each firm i only has access to a subset Ei Ď E of the
markets. Each market e P E is endowed with firm-specific, non-increasing
price functions pi,e ptq, i P N. In a strategy profile, a firm chooses a nonnegative production quantity xi,e P Rě0 for each market e P Ei . We denote
a strategy profile for a firm by xi “ pxi,e qePEi , and a joint strategy profile by
x “ pxi qiPN . The functions Ci p¨q represent the production costs of player i,
which depend on the total quantity player i produces and they are assumed
to be increasing. The goal of each firm i P N is to maximize its utility, which
is given by:
´ ÿ
¯
ÿ
ui pxq “
pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ Ci
xi,e ,
ePEi

ePEi

ř

where xe :“ iPN xi,e . The existence of equilibria in single market Cournot
models (beyond quasi-polynomial utility functions) has been studied extensively in the past decades (see Vives [74] for a good survey).
1.3

outline of the thesis

This section contains a detailed outline of the remaining chapters of this
thesis.
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1.3.1 Uniqueness of Equilibria
In Chapter 2 we study uniqueness of Nash equilibria in atomic splittable
congestion games. This property is key to actually predict the outcome of
distributed resource allocation: if there are multiple equilibria it is not clear
upfront which equilibrium will be selected by the players. This issue has
been raised explicitly by Aumann [6]: “...it is by no means clear how the
players would arrive at an equilibrium, why they should play equilibrium
strategies, and how a specific equilibrium would be chosen from among
the set of all equilibria.”
As our main result we give a sufficient condition for uniqueness based
on the theory of polymatroids. We show that if the strategy space of every
player is a polymatroid base polytope satisfying a special exchange property – we term this class of polymatroids bidirectional flow polymatroids –
the equilibria are unique. We demonstrate that bidirectional flow polymatroids are quite general as they contain base-orderable matroids, gammoids,
transversal and laminar matroids.
We complement our uniqueness result by showing that multiple equilibria exist when certain assumptions are dropped. We consider a game with
at least three players for which the set systems Si of all players i P N are
not bases of a matroid. Then, there exists a game isomorphic to it which
admits multiple equilibria. Here, the term isomorphic means that there is
no a priori description on how the individual strategy spaces of players
interweave in the ground set of resources. Our results leave a gap between
general matroids and base orderable matroids, for which we do not know
whether or not equilibria are unique.
We also study the uniqueness of equilibria if the set systems Si correspond to paths in an undirected graph. The instance used for showing multiplicity of equilibria of non-matroid games can be seen as a 3-player game
played on an undirected 3-vertex cycle graph. From this we can derive a
new characterization of uniqueness of equilibria in undirected graphs. If
we assume at least three players and if we do not specify beforehand which
vertices of the graph serve as sources or sinks, an undirected graph induces
unique equilibria if and only if the graph has no cycle of length at least 3.
Parts of Chapter 2 are based on [34].
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1.3.2 Equilibrium Computation for Games with Affine Costs
In Chapter 3, we devise the first polynomial time algorithm computing
a pure Nash equilibrium for atomic splittable congestion games with singleton strategies and player-specific affine cost functions. Our algorithm is
purely combinatorial and computes the exact equilibrium assuming rational
input. The idea is to compute a pure Nash equilibrium for an associated
integral splittable singleton congestion game. While integral games have
been considered in the literature before, no polynomial time algorithm
computing an equilibrium was known. Also for this class, we devise the
first polynomial time algorithm and use it as a building block for our main
algorithm.
Polynomial running time of the algorithm is shown by several structural
results on the sensitivity of integral splittable equilibria with respect to
different packet sizes. Specifically, when halving the packet size, we derive
bounds on the difference of the resulting global load vectors as well as the
individual load vectors of players. The main idea of our algorithm is to first
compute a Nash equilibrium for a large packet size, and then iteratively
halving the packet size and recomputing the equilibrium by a sequence of
best responses. We use the sensitivity results to show that best responses
converge to an equilibrium within a polynomial number of steps.
Then, we develop a polynomial time computable transformation mapping a multimarket Cournot competition game with firm-specific affine
price functions and quadratic costs to an associated atomic splittable congestion game. The transformation preserves equilibria in either games and,
thus, leads – via our first algorithm – to a polynomial time algorithm computing Cournot equilibria. Finally, our analysis for integral splittable games
implies new bounds on the difference between real and integral Cournot
equilibria. The bounds can be seen as a generalization of the recent bounds
for single market oligopolies obtained by Todd [69] towards multimarkets.
Chapter 3 is based on [37].
1.3.3 Equilibrium Computation for Games with Convex Costs
In Chapter 4 we construct Nash equilibria in atomic splittable congestion
games with convex cost functions, where the strategy space of each player
is the base polytope of a polymatroid. As equilibria in these games are not
guaranteed to be rational, we look for -approximate equilibria. Here, we
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say a strategy profile is an -approximate equilibrium when no player can
deviate from her current strategy and decrease her cost by at least .
Again, the idea is to compute a pure Nash equilibrium for an associated
integral splittable congestion game. It is known that one can compute pure
Nash equilibria for integral splittable polymatroid congestion games with
convex cost functions within a running time that is pseudo-polynomial in
the aggregated demand of the players (see Harks et al. [32, 36]). In this
paper we compute for each  ą 0 a packet size k such that the k -integral
equilibrium is guaranteed to be an -approximate equilibrium. Thus, by
using the algorithm by Harks et al. [32, 36] for packet size k , one can
compute an -approximate equilibrium within pseudo-polynomial time.
We then consider multimarket oligopolies with decreasing, concave price
functions and quadratic production costs, and prove that there exists a
polynomial time transformation from atomic splittable congestion games
to multimarket oligopolies. Using our first result, this implies that we are
also able to find -approximate Cournot-Nash equilibria for multimarket
oligopolies within pseudo-polynomial time. This result complements our
results in Chapter 3 on multimarket oligopolies.
1.4

publications

The chapters in this dissertation are based upon the following publications.
Published
• T. Harks and V. Timmermans. “Uniqueness of Equilibria in Atomic
Splittable Polymatroid Congestion Games”. In: Journal of Combinatorial Optimization (2017), pp. 1-19.
• T. Harks and V. Timmermans. “Computation of Equilibria in Atomic
Splittable Singleton Games”. In: International Conference on Integer Programming and Combinatorial Optimization (IPCO 2017). 2017, pp. 442454.
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UNIQUENESS OF EQUILIBRIA

2.1

2

introduction

An intriguing question in the field of atomic splittable congestion games is
the possible non-uniqueness of equilibria. Let x and y be two equilibria. We
say that x and y are different whenever there exists a player i and resource
e such that xi,e ‰ yi,e . A variant on this question is whether or not there
exist multiple equilibria such that there exists at least one resource e for
which xe ‰ ye . We call this variant “uniqueness up to induced load on the
resources”.
For non-atomic players and network congestion games on directed graphs,
Milchtaich [49] proved that Nash equilibria are not unique when cost functions are player-specific. Uniqueness is only guaranteed if the underlying graph is two terminal s-t-nearly-parallel. Richman and Shimkin [62] extended this result to hold for atomic splittable network games. Bhaskar et al.
[9] looked at uniqueness up to induced load on the resources. They proved
that even when all players experience the same cost on a resource, there
can exist multiple equilibria. They further proved that for two players, the
Nash equilibrium is unique if and only if the underlying undirected graph
is generalized series-parallel. For multiple players of two types (players are
of the same type if they have the same weight and share the same origindestination pair), there is a unique equilibrium if and only if the underlying
undirected graph is s-t-series-parallel. For more than two types of players,
there is a unique equilibrium if and only if the underlying undirected graph
is generalized nearly-parallel.
2.1.1 Our Results and Techniques
We consider atomic splittable congestion games as defined in Section 1.2.2
and study the uniqueness of equilibria for general set systems pSi qiPN . Interesting combinatorial structures of the Si ’s beyond paths may be trees,
forests, Steiner trees or tours all in a directed or undirected graph or bases
of matroids.
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As our main result we give a sufficient condition for uniqueness based
on the theory of polymatroids. We show that if the strategy space of every
player is a polymatroid base polytope satisfying a special exchange property – we term this class of polymatroids bidirectional flow polymatroids – the
equilibria are unique. The formal definition of bidirectional flow polymatroids appears in Definition 2.3.3. We demonstrate that bidirectional flow
polymatroids are quite general as they contain base-orderable matroids, gammoids, transversal and laminar matroids. For an overview of special cases that
follow from our main result, see Figure 2.1.
The uniqueness result is stated in Section 2.4. In Section 2.5 we show that
base-orderable matroids are a special case of bidirectional flow polymatroids. Definitions of polymatroid congestion games and bidirectional flow
polymatroids are introduced in Section 2.2 and Section 2.3, respectively.
In Section 2.6 and Section 2.7 we complement our uniqueness result by
showing multiple equilibria exist when certain assumptions are dropped.
In Section 2.6 we discuss why it is necessary for cost functions to be differentiable. In Section 2.7 we consider a game with at least three players
for which the set systems Si of all players i P N are not bases of a matroid.
Then there exists a game with strategy spaces φpSi q isomorphic to Si which
admits multiple equilibria. Here, the term isomorphic means that there is no
a priori description on how the individual strategy spaces of players interweave in the ground set of resources. Our results leave a gap between
general matroids and base orderable matroids for which we do not know
whether or not equilibria are unique.
In Section 2.8 we consider uniqueness of equilibria if the set systems Si
correspond to paths in an undirected graph. The instance used for showing
multiplicity of equilibria of non-matroid games can be seen as a 3-player
game played on an undirected 3-vertex cycle graph. From this we can derive
a new characterisation of uniqueness of equilibria in undirected graphs. If
we assume at least three players and if we do not specify beforehand which
vertices of the graph serve as sources or sinks, an undirected graph induces
unique equilibria if and only if the graph has no cycle of length at least 3.
2.1.2 Related Work
Related work on atomic splittable congestion games in general can be
found in Section 1.2.2 . Matroid congestion games were first considered
by Ackermann et al. [2, 3]. They showed that (unsplittable) weighted con-
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Figure 2.1: Several well-known classes of matroids and the relations between them.
Here GSP is short for generalized series-parallel. References and arguments for the inclusions can be found in Section 2.9.

gestion games possess pure Nash equilibria even for player-specific nondecreasing cost functions. They also showed that the matroid property is
the maximal property that gives rise to a pure Nash equilibrium, that is,
for any strategy space not satisfying the matroid property, there is an instance of a weighted congestion game not having a pure Nash equilibrium.
Integral polymatroid congestion games, a generalization of matroid congestion games, were later introduced in Harks, Klimm and Peis [36] (see
also [33]). In addition, polymatroid theory was recently used in the context
of nonatomic congestion games, where it is shown that matroid set systems
are immune to the Braess paradox, see Fujishige et al. [27].
2.2

polymatroid congestion games

In polymatroid congestion games we assume that the strategy space for
every player corresponds to a polymatroid base polytope.
In order to define polymatroids we first have to introduce submodular
functions. A function ρ : 2E Ñ R is called:
• submodular if ρpUq ` ρpVq ě ρpU Y Vq ` ρpU X Vq for all U, V Ď E.
• monotone if ρpUq ď ρpVq for all U Ď V.
• normalised if ρpHq “ 0.
Given a submodular, monotone and normalised function ρ, the pair pE, ρq
is called a polymatroid. The associated polymatroid base polytope is defined as:
(
Pρ :“ x P RE
ě0 | xpUq ď ρpUq @U Ď E, xpEq “ ρpEq ,
where xpUq :“

ř

ePU xe

for all U Ď E.
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In a polymatroid congestion game, we associate with every player i a
player-specific polymatroid pE, ρi q and assume that the strategy space of
player i is defined by the (player-specific) polymatroid base polytope Pρi .
(
Pρi :“ xi P RE
ě0 | xi pUq ď ρi pUq @U Ď E, xi pEq “ ρi pEq .
From now on, when we mention a polymatroid congestion game, we
mean an atomic splittable polymatroid congestion game. We give three
examples of polymatroid congestion games:
Example 2.2.1 (Queueing Games (cf. [41])). Let Q “ tq1 , . . . qm u be a
set of M{M{1 queues served in a first-come-first-served fashion and let
N “ t1, . . . , nu be a set of companies who independently send packets with
arrival rates d1 , . . . , dn . Every queue q has a single server with exponentially distributed service time with mean 1{µq , where µq ą 0. Each packet
is routed to a single server q out of a set of allowable queues, depending
on the company. Given a distribution of packets x P Rm
ě0 , the mean delay
1
of queue q can be computed as cq pxq q “ µq ´xq . In this case the sets Si are
uniform rank-1 matroids, which are also called singleton games.
Example 2.2.2 (Transversal games). Consider a finite set E of storing facilities, a finite set A of locations and a finite set N of players. Each player has
to store an amount of di of divisible goods in each area j P A. Each area j
can be served from any storing facility within a given set Sj Ď E. The sets
Sj may overlap, even for the same player i. However, due to reliability reasons, a player cannot store more than di goods in one storing facility. The
cost ci,e for using a specific storing facility depends on the total amount of
goods that have to be stored in storing facility e. The more goods need to
be stored, the larger the cost to use it.
This setting can be modelled as a bipartite graph G on vertex sets E and
A, where an edge between area j P A and storage facility e P E exists if and
only if area j can be served from storage facility e. In a feasible strategy a
player divides its goods over bases of the transversal matroid of this graph:
subsets of storage facilities that are the endpoints of a maximal matching in
G. Hence, the strategy space of every player i P N corresponds to the base
polytope Pdi ¨rki , where rki is the rank function of a transversal matroid.
Example 2.2.3 (Matroid Congestion Games). A matroid M is a pair pE, Iq,
where E is a finite set of resources and I is a family of subsets of E, called
the independent sets. Set I has the following three properties:
1. The empty set is an independent set: H P I.
16
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2. Set I is closed under taking subsets: if I Ď J and J P I, then I P I.
3. Set I has the exchange property: if I, J P I and |I| ă |J|, then there exists
an e P J such that I Y teu P I.
A basis is an independent set that becomes dependent on adding any element of E. The base set B contains all bases of pE, Iq.
Consider an atomic splittable matroid congestion model, where for every i P
N the allowable subsets are the base set Bi of a matroid Mi “ pE, Ii q. The
rank function rki : 2E Ñ R of matroid Mi is defined as:
rki pSq :“ maxt|U| | U Ď S and U P Ii u,
for all S Ď E, and is submodular, monotone and normalised [61]. Moreover,
the characteristic vectors of the bases in Bi are exactly the vertices of the
polymatroid base polytope Prki . It follows that the polytope Pi , where:
#
+
ÿ
|Bi |
Pi :“ x P Rě0 |
xB “ di ,
BPBi

corresponds to strategy distributions that lead to load vectors in the following polytope:
(
Pdi ¨rki “ xi P RE
ě0 | xi pUq ď di ¨ rki pUq @U Ď E, xi pEq “ di ¨ rki pEq .
Hence matroid congestion models are a special case of polymatroid congestion models. Both the singleton games in Example 2.2.1 and the transversal
games in Example 2.2.2 are a special case of matroid congestion games.
2.3

bidirectional flow polymatroids

We provide a sufficient condition for a class of polymatroid congestion
games to have a unique Nash equilibrium. We prove that if the strategy
space of every player is the base polytope of a bidirectional flow polymatroid,
Nash equilibria are unique. In order to define the class of bidirectional flow
polymatroids we first discuss some basic properties of polymatroids. We
start with a generalization of the strong exchange property for matroids.
Let χe P Z|E| be the characteristic vector with χe peq “ 1, and χe pe 1 q “ 0 for
all e 1 ‰ e.
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Lemma 2.3.1 (Strong exchange property polymatroids (Murota [52])). Let
Pρ be a polymatroid base polytope defined on pE, ρq. Let x, y P Pρ and suppose
xe ą ye for some e P E. Then there exists an e 1 P E with xe 1 ă ye 1 and an  ą 0
such that:
x ` pχe 1 ´ χe q P Pρ and y ` pχe ´ χe 1 q P Pρ .
This exchange property will play an important role in the definition of
bidirectional flow polymatroids. Given a strategy x in the base polytope
of polymatroid pE, ρq, we are interested in the exchanges that can be made
between xe and xe 1 for some resources in e, e 1 P E. For that, we define a
directed exchange graph Dpxq “ pE, Vq, where the set of vertices equals the
set of resources E and the set of edges is defined by:
(
V :“ pe, e 1 q|D  ą 0 s.t. x ` pχe 1 ´ χe q P Pρ .
We define exchange capacities ĉx pe, e 1 q (following notation of Fujishige [26]),
which denotes the maximal amount of load that can be exchanged in x between resources e and e 1 . More formally:
ĉx pe, e 1 q :“ maxtα|x ` αpχe 1 ´ χe q P Pρ u.
We use Lemma 2.3.1 to prove the following:
Lemma 2.3.2. Let Pρ be a polymatroid base polytope defined on pE, ρq. Then, for
x, y P Pρ , there exists a flow in Dpxq satisfying all supplies and demands, where a
resource e with xe ą ye has supply of xe ´ ye and e with xe ă ye has a demand
of ye ´ xe .
Proof. Consider Algorithm 1. Note that this algorithm is a slightly changed
version of Fujishige [26, Theorem 3.27]. The only difference is that we do
not change y to x with exchanges that only can be made on strategy y
(which is proven in Fujishige [26, Theorem 3.27]) but with exchanges that
can be executed on both x and y. As these exchanges always exists, the
results by Fujishige [26, Theorem 3.27] are still valid for our algorithm.
Hence, this algorithm transforms y into x with at most t|E|2 {4u elementary
transformations described in Lemma 2.3.1, such that each component ye
with ye ă xe monotonically increases and each component ye with ye ą xe
monotonically decreases. Therefore f satisfies all supplies and demands as
described in the lemma. Flow f also satisfies all capacity constraints, as
every pair of resources pe, e 1 q is considered at most once, and all exchanges
can be done on x. Hence fpe,e 1 q ď ĉx pe, e 1 q, thus f is a flow in Dpxq satisfying
all supplies and demands.
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Algorithm 1: Computing a flow in Dpxq.
1. Let f be the zero flow, a flow where we send zero flow along all
edges in Dpxq.
2. If x “ y, then stop and output flow f.
3. Choose any element e P E such that xe ą ye .
4. Use Lemma 2.3.1 to find e 1 P E such that xe 1 ă ye 1 and  ą 0
with:
x ` pχe 1 ´ χe q P Pρ and y ` pχe ´ χe 1 q P Pρ .
Put α “ min tĉx pe, e 1 q, ĉy pe 1 , eq, xe ´ ye , ye 1 ´ xe 1 u, define
y Ð y ` αpχe ´ χe 1 q and add α flow to edge pe, e 1 q in flow f.
5. If α ă xe ´ ye , then go to step 4. Otherwise (α “ xe ´ ye ), go to
step 2.

The flow f mentioned in Lemma 2.3.2 is a flow from the perspective of
strategy x and therefore we call this a directed flow. In the following we
define a bidirectional flow. Let Pρ again be a polymatroid base polytope on
set E. For any x, y P Pρ define the capacitated graph Dpx, yq on vertices
E. An edge pe, e 1 q exist if there is an  ą 0 such that x ` pχe1 ´ χe q P Pρ
and y ` pχe ´ χe1 q P Pρ . For edges pe, e 1 q we define capacities ĉx,y pe, e 1 q as
follows:
ĉx,y pe, e 1 q :“ maxtα|x ` αpχe 1 ´ χe q P Pρ and y ` αpχe ´ χe1 q P Pρ u
A bidirectional flow is a flow in Dpx, yq where every resource e with xe ą ye
has supply of xe ´ ye and every resource e with xe ă ye has a demand of
ye ´ xe . Such a flow might not exist. In that case we say that x and y are
conflicting strategies.
We are ready to define the class of bidirectional flow polymatroids:
Definition 2.3.3 (Bidirectional flow polymatroid). A polymatroid pE, ρq is
called a bidirectional flow polymatroid if for every pair of vectors x, y in the
base polytope Pρ , there exists a bidirectional flow in Dpx, yq.
We give a simple example of a bidirectional flow polymatroid.
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Example 2.3.4. We consider polymatroid Pρ defined by the graphic matroid
on the graph depicted in Figure 2.2. In this polymatroid, a total load of 1 is
divided over the bases of the graphic matroid. Here, for any two strategies x
and y there exists a bidirectional flow in Dpx, yq. In particular, in Figure 2.3
we show the existence for a bidirectional flow for strategy x and y defined
in Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Left: the original graph with numbered resources. Middle: Load distribution for strategy x. Right: Load distribution for strategy y.
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Figure 2.3: Left: Graph Dpx, yq with corresponding capacities. Right: the bidirectional flow in Dpx, yq, including supplies and demands.

2.4

a uniqueness result

In this section we prove that when the strategy space of every player is the
base polytope of a bidirectional flow polymatroid, equilibria are unique.
We denote the marginal cost of player i on resource e P E by:
1
µi,e pxq “ ci,e pxe q ` xi,e ci,e
pxe q.

An equilibrium condition for polymatroid congestion games, a result that
follows from [31, Lemma 1], is as follows:
Lemma 2.4.1. Let x be a Nash equilibrium in an atomic splittable polymatroid
congestion game. If xi,e ą 0, then for all e 1 P E for which there is an  ą 0 such
that xi ` pχe 1 ´ χe q P Pρi , we have µi,e pxq ď µi,e 1 pxq.
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In the rest of this section we will prove the following theorem:
Theorem 2.4.2. If for a polymatroid congestion game, the strategy space for every
player is the base polytope of a bidirectional flow polymatroid, then the equilibria
of this game are unique.
From now on we assume x “ pxi qiPN and y “ pyi qiPN are strategy
profiles, where strategies xi and yi are taken from the base polytope Pρi
of a player-specific bidirectional flow polymatroid. Before we prove Theorem 2.4.2, we introduce some new notation. We define E` “ te P E|xe ą ye u
and E´ “ te P E|xe ă ye u as the sets of globally overloaded and underloaded resources. We define E“ “ te P E|xe “ ye u as the set of resources on which the total load does not change. In the same way we define player-specific sets of locally underloaded and overloaded resources
Ei,` “ te P E|xi,e ą yi,e u and Ei,´ “ te P E|xi,e ă yi,e u. We also introduce
four player sets:
ÿ
N`
“
ti
P
N|
xi,e ´ yi,e ą 0u,
ą
ePE`

N´
ą

ÿ

“ ti P N|

xi,e ´ yi,e ą 0u,

ePE´ YE“

N`
ă “ ti P N|

ÿ

xi,e ´ yi,e ď 0u,

ePE`

ÿ

N´
ă “ ti P N|

xi,e ´ yi,e ď 0u.

ePE´ YE“

We distinguish between two cases. Either E “ E“ , thus xe “ ye for all
resources e P E, or E ‰ E“ , which implies that E` and E´ are non-empty.
Lemma 2.4.3. If E ‰ E“ , then N`
ą ‰ H.
Proof. Every player distributes the same weight over the resources in xi and
ř
´
`
´
`
yi , thus ePE xi,e ´ yi,e “ 0 and N`
ą “ Nă and Nă “ Ną . As E ‰ H we
have:
ÿ
ÿ ÿ
ÿ ÿ
0ă
xe ´ ye “
xi,e ´ yi,e `
xi,e ´ yi,e .
ePE`

`
iPN`
ą ePE

`
iPN`
ă ePE

Note that the first term in the last expression is non-negative and the second
one is non-positive. As the whole equation should be positive, we need that
this first term is strictly positive and therefore N`

ą ‰ H.
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Ei,`

Ei,´

e1

Cut δpE` q
si

ti
ek

Figure 2.4: Visualization of graph Gpxi , yi q and cut δpE` q used in the proof of
Lemma 2.4.4.

For each player i we create a graph Gpxi , yi q from graph Dpxi , yi q by
adding a super-source si and a super-sink ti to Dpxi , yi q. We add edges
from si to e P Ei,` with capacity xi,e ´ yi,e and edges from e P Ei,´ to
ti with capacity yi,e ´ xi,e . Graph Gpxi , yi q “ pVG , EG q is visualized in
Figure 2.4.
Recall that strategies xi and yi are both chosen from the base polytope
of a bidirectional flow polymatroid. Therefore there exists a flow fi in
Dpxi , yi q where every resource e P Ei,` has a supply of xi,e ´ yi,e and
e P Ei,´ a demand of yi,e ´ xi,e . Using fi we define a flow fi1 in Gpxi , yi q as
follows:
$
’
’
x ´ yi,e , if e “ si and e 1 P Ei,` ,
’
& i,e
fi1 pe, e 1 q “ yi,e ´ xi,e , if e P Ei,´ and e 1 “ ti ,
’
’
’
%
fi pe, e 1 q,
otherwise.

(2.1)

Lemma 2.4.4. There exists a player i and a path psi , e1 , . . . , ek , ti q in Gpxi , yi q
such that e1 P Ei,` X pE` Y E“ q and ek P Ei,´ X pE´ Y E“ q.
Proof. If E ‰ E“ , then using Lemma 2.4.3 we have that N`
ą ‰ H, and we
`
1
pick a player i P Ną . Flow fi can be decomposed into flow carrying si -ti
paths, and we will show that there exists a path in this path decomposition
that goes from si to a vertex e1 P Ei,` X E` , and, after visiting possibly
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other vertices, finally goes through a vertex ek P Ei,´ X pE´ Y E“ q to ti . To
see this consider the cut
δpE` q :“ tpu, vq P EG | u P E` and v R E` , or u R E` and v P E` qu,
ř
as visualized in Figure 2.4. Recall that i P N`
ą , hence,
ePE` xi,e ´ yi,e ą 0.
1
`
`
Thus, in fi more load enters E from si , than leaves E to ti . This implies
that in the flow decomposition of fi1 there must be a path that goes from si
to a vertex e1 P Ei,` X E` , crosses cut δpE` q an odd number of times to a
vertex ek P Ei,´ X pE´ Y E“ q before ending in ti . As this is a flow-carrying
path in fi1 , it exists in Gpxi , yi q.
If E “ E“ , pick a player i for who there exists a resource e with xi,e ‰ yi,e
and look at the path decomposition of fi1 . Every path psi , e1 , . . . , ek , ti q in
this decomposition is a path such that e1 P Ei,` and ek P Ei,´ . As E “ E“ , it
also holds that e1 P Ei,` X E“ and ek P Ei,´ X E“ . As this is a flow-carrying
path in fi1 , it exists in Gpxi , yi q

Proof of Theorem 2.4.2. Assume that x and y are both Nash equilibria. Using
Lemma 2.4.4 we find a path psi , e1 , . . . , ek , ti q in Gpxi , yi q such that both
e1 P Ei,` X pE` Y E“ q and ek P Ei,´ X pE´ Y E“ q. Since every edge pej , ej`1 q
exists in Gpxi , yi q, for all j P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u we get for sufficiently small  ą 0:
xi ` pχej`1 ´ χej q P Pρi and yi ` pχej ´ χej`1 q P Pρi .
Using Lemma 2.4.1 we obtain for x:
µi,e1 pxq ď µi,e2 pxq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď µi,ek pxq,

(2.2)

and similarly for y:
µi,ek pyq ď µi,ek´1 pyq ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď µi,e1 pyq.

(2.3)

1 px q. As e P Ei,` , we have that
Recall that µi,e pxq “ ci,e pxe q ` xi,e ci,e
e
1
xi,e1 ą yi,e1 . Because ci,e1 is strictly increasing and e1 P pE` Y E“ q we
1
get ci,e1 pxe1 q ě ci,e1 pye1 q and ci,e
pxe1 q ą 0 using xe1 ě xi,e1 ą 0. More1
over, since ci,e1 is convex, the slope of ci,e1 is non-decreasing and, hence,
1
1
ci,e
pxe1 q ě ci,e
pye1 q. Putting things together, we get
1
1

(2.4)

µi,e1 pyq ă µi,e1 pxq.
Similarly, as ek P Ei,´ X pE´ Y E“ q, we have:

(2.5)

µi,ek pxq ď µi,ek pyq.
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Combining (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), we have:
µi,ek pxq ď µi,ek pyq ď µi,e1 pyq ă µi,e1 pxq ď µi,ek pxq.
This is a contradiction and therefore either strategy xi or yi is not a Nash
equilibrium for player i.

2.5

applications

In this section we demonstrate that bidirectional flow polymatroids are
general enough to allow for meaningful applications. As described in Example 2.2.3, matroid congestion games belong to polymatroid congestion
games. A subclass of matroids are base orderable matroids introduced by
Brualdi [11] and Brualdi and Scrimger [12].
Definition 2.5.1 (Base orderable matroid). A matroid M “ pE, Iq is called
base orderable if for every pair of bases pB, B 1 q there exists a bijective function
gB,B 1 : B Ñ B 1 such that both B ´ e ` gB,B 1 peq P B and B 1 ` e ´ gB,B 1 peq P B
for all e P E.
We prove that polymatroids defined by the rank function of a base orderable matroid belong to the class of bidirectional flow polymatroids. Therefore, all matroid congestion games for which the player-specific matroids
are base orderable have unique equilibria.
Theorem 2.5.2. Let rk be the rank function of base orderable matroid M “ pE, rkq.
Then, for any d ě 0, the polymatroid pE, d ¨ rkq is a bidirectional flow polymatroid.
Proof. Similar as in Example 2.2.3, polytope P describes how weight d can
be divided over bases in B to obtain a feasible strategy x P Pd¨rk . We call
ř
1 for all
vector x 1 P P a base decomposition of x if it satisfies xe “ BPB;ePB xB
e P E. Note that a base composition of x P Pd¨rk always exists, as Pd¨rk is
the convex hull of all characteristic vectors (multiplied by d) of all the bases
of matroid M (see [26, Corollary 3.25]). Given two vectors x, y P Pd¨rk , we
look at the differences between two base decompositions x 1 , y 1 P P. We
introduce sets B` , B´ Ă B that will contain respectively the overloaded and
1 ą y 1 u and B´ “ tB P B|x 1 ă y 1 u.
underloaded bases: B` “ tB P B|xB
B
B
B
Using these sets we create the complete directed bipartite graph DB px, yq
1 ´ y 1 and bases
on vertices pB` , B´ q, where bases B P B` have a supply xB
B
1 ´ x 1 . As the total supply equals the total deB P B´ have a demand yB
B
mand, there exists a transshipment t from strategies B P B` to strategies
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B 1 P B´ , such that, when carried out, we obtain y 1 from x 1 . We denote by
tpB,B 1 q the amount of load transhipped from B P B` to B 1 P B´ .
In the remainder of the proof, we use transshipment t to construct a
flow f in graph Dpx, yq. As the polymatroid is defined by the rank function
of a base orderable matroid, for every pair of bases pB, B 1 q there exists a
bijective function gB,B 1 : B Ñ B 1 such that both B ´ e ` gB,B 1 peq P B and
B 1 ` e ´ gB,B 1 peq P B for all e P B. Note that when e P B X B 1 , gB,B 1 peq “ e.
Using the function gB,B 1 , we can decompose the value transhipped from
B to B 1 into a transshipment between resources. For all combinations of
resources pe, e 1 q P E ˆ E we define:
(
B2e,e 1 :“ pB, B 1 q P B` ˆ B´ |e P B, e 1 P B 1 and gB,B peq “ e 1 .
ř
We define flow f as: fpe,e 1 q “ pB,B 1 qPB2 1 tB,B 1 for all pe, e 1 q P E ˆ E. Then f
e,e

has the following two properties:
1. It satisfies all demands and supplies in Dpx, yq as f is created from
base decompositions x 1 , y 1 for strategy profiles x and y.
ř
2. It satisfies capacities ĉx,y pe, e 1 q of Dpx, yq, as x ` pB,B 1 qPB2 1 tB,B 1 ¨
e,e

pχe 1 ´ χe q is a convex combination of bases, and thus an element of
Pd¨rk . Therefore,
ÿ
fpe,e 1 q “
tB,B 1 ă ĉx,y pe, e 1 q.
pB,B 1 qPB2e,e 1

Hence, f is a feasible flow in Dpx, yq, satisfying all supplies and demands.
As x, y P Pd¨rk were chosen arbitrarily, Pd¨rk is a bidirectional flow polymatroid.

An application of these results can be found in the spanning tree games.
Example 2.5.3 (Spanning Tree Games). Consider a finite set of players N
and an undirected graph G “ pV, Eq with non-negative, increasing, differentiable, convex and player specific edge costs functions ci,e for all e P E
and i P N. In a spanning tree game, every player i is associated with a
weight di and a subgraph Gi of G. A strategy for player i is to divide
it’s weight along the spanning trees of Gi , to minimize his total costs. If
G is a generalized series parallel graph, then Pdi ¨rki is a bidirectional flow
polymatroid, where rki be the rank function for the graphic matroid on
subgraph Gi , (cf. Figure 2.1). Theorem 2.5.2 implies that equilibria will be
unique.
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For graphic matroids, the generalized series-parallel graph is the maximal graph structure that allows for a bidirectional flow between every pair
of strategies.
Theorem 2.5.4 (Korneyenko [42], Nishizeki [57]). A graph is generalized seriesparallel if and only if it does not contain the K4 as a minor.
Let rk be the rank function for the graphic matroid on the K4 , we show
that there exist two conflicting strategies x, y P Prk , thus there does not
exist a flow f in Dpx, yq.
Example 2.5.5. Polymatroid pE, rkq based on the rank function of the graphic
matroid on the K4 is not a bidirectional flow polymatroid. Let the resources
be numbered as in Figure 2.5 and look at the strategies x “ p1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 1q
and y “ p0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0q. Graph Dpx, yq is depicted in Figure 2.5. Then there
is no flow f in Dpx, yq that satisfies all supplies and demands. Resource 1
and 6 have both a supply of 1 and can only exchange load with resource 4
, which only has demand 1. Thus such a flow f does not exist, and pE, rkq
is not a bidirectional flow polymatroid.

3

1

3

2

4

6

5

2

6

4

5
1

Figure 2.5: Left: the K4 with two strategies x (thick), y (dashed). Right: Dpx, yq.

2.6

non-differentiable convex functions

So far we assumed cost functions to be differentiable. When this is not
the case, the proof we gave in the previous section does not hold. When
a function is not differentiable, one speaks about the left derivative c´ pxq
and the right derivative c` pxq. In the same way we define µ´
i,e pxq “ cpxe q `
` px q. For non-differentiable funcxi,e c´ pxe q and µ`
pxq
“
cpx
q
`
x
c
e
e
i,e
i,e
tions, equilibrium condition (2.4.1) generalizes as follows:
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Lemma 2.6.1 (Theorem 8.1, [26]). Let x be a Nash equilibrium in a polymatroid
congestion game. If xi,e ą 0, then for all e 1 P E for which there is an  ą 0 such
`
that xi ` pχe 1 ´ χe q P Pρi , we have µ´
i,e pxq ď µi,e 1 pxq.
The uniqueness proof in the previous section will not hold as equations (2.4) and (2.5) might fail to hold using this new equilibrium condition.
An example with multiple equilibria is as follows.
Example 2.6.2. We look at a two player asymmetric game on three resources. Both players have demand d1 “ d2 “ 1, and the first player can
only use resource 1 or 2, the second player can only use resource 2 or 3.
Note that this game is a 1-uniform matroid congestion, and therefore a
bidirectional polymatroid. We use the following non-player specific cost
functions:
$
&x
if x2 ă 1
2
c1 px1 q “ 4x1 c2 px2 q “
c3 px3 q “ 4x3 .
%
10x2 ´ 9 otherwise
Let px1,1 , x1,2 , x2,2 , x2,3 q denote a strategy profile, then both p 13 , 23 , 13 , 23 q and
p 23 , 13 , 23 , 13 q correspond to Nash equilibria. Note that these are two Nash
equilibria where the total load on the resources differ.
The same example can be modified to one with symmetric strategy spaces,
but player specific costs, by incurring a high cost on the unavailable resources. The question remains unresolved for symmetric player specific cost
functions.
2.7

non-matroid set systems

We now derive necessary conditions on a given set system pSi qiPN so that
any atomic splittable congestion game based on pSi qiPN admits unique
equilibria. We show that the matroid property is a necessary condition on
the players’ strategy spaces that guarantees uniqueness of equilibria without taking into account how the strategy spaces of different players interweave.1 To state this property mathematically precisely, we introduce the
notion of embeddings of Si in E. An embedding is a map τ :“ pτi qiPN ,
where every τi : Ei Ñ E is an injective map from Ei :“ YSPSi S to E.
For X Ď Ei , we denote τi pXq :“ tτi peq, e P Xu. Mapping τi induces an
1 The term “interweaving" has been introduced by Ackermann et al. [2, 3].
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isomorphism φτi : Si Ñ Si1 with S ÞÑ τi pSq and Si1 :“ tτi pSq|S P Si u.
Thus, isomorphism φτ “ pφτi qiPN induces the isomorphic strategy space
φτ pSq “ pφτi pSi qqiPN .
Definition 2.7.1. A family of set systems Si Ď 2Ei , for i P N is said to have
the strong uniqueness property if for all embeddings τ, the induced game with
isomorphic strategy space φτ pSq has unique Nash equilibria.
Since for bases of matroids any embedding τi with isomorphism φτi has
the property that φτi pSi q is again a collection of bases of a matroid, we
obtain the following immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4.2.
Corollary 2.7.2. If pSi qiPN consists of bases of a base-orderable matroid Mi , for
i P N, then pSi qiPN possess the strong uniqueness property.
For obtaining necessary conditions we need a certain property of nonmatroids stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.7.3. [3, Lemma 16] If Si Ď 2Ei with Si ‰ H is a non-matroid, then
there exist X, Y P Si and ta, b, cu Ď X∆Y :“ pXzYq Y pYzXq such that for each set
Z P Si with Z Ď X Y Y, either a P Z or tb, cu Ď Z.
Theorem 2.7.4. Let |N| ě 3 and assume that for all i P N, Si is a non-matroid
set system. Then, pSi qiPN does not have the strong uniqueness property.
Proof. We show that there are embeddings τi : Ei Ñ E, i P N, such that the
isomorphic game φτ pSq “ pφτ1 pS1 q, . . . , φτn pSn qq admits multiple equilibria.
We can assume w.l.o.g. that each set system Si forms an anti-chain (in
the sense that X P Si , X Ă Y implies Y R Si ) since cost functions are nonnegative and strictly increasing. Let us call a non-empty set system Si Ď 2Ei
a non-matroid if Si is an anti-chain and pEi , tX Ď S : S P Si uq is not a matroid.
Ť
Let Ẽ “ iPN τi pEi q denote the set of all resources under the embeddings
τi , i P N. The costs on all resources in Ẽzpτ1 pE1 q Y τ2 pE2 q Y τ3 pE3 qq are set
to zero. Also, the demands of all players di with i P Nzt1, 2, 3u are set to
zero. This way, the game is basically determined by the players 1, 2, 3. We
set the demands d1 “ d2 “ d3 “ 1.
Let us choose two sets X, Y in S1 and ta, b, cu Ď X Y Y as described in
Lemma 2.7.3. Let e :“ τ1 paq, f :“ τ1 pbq and g :“ τ1 pcq. We set the costs
of all resources in τ1 pE1 qzpτ1 pXq Y τ1 pYqq to some very large cost M (large
enough so that player 1 would never use any of these resources). The cost
on all resources in pτ1 pXq Y τ1 pYqqzte, f, gu is set to zero. This way, player 1
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Table 2.1: Cost functions used for constructing a game with multiple equilibria.

Player 1

e

f

c1,e pxq “ x3

c1,f pxq “ x ` 1

Player 2

c2,e pxq “ x ` 1

Player 3

c3,e pxq “ x ` 1

g

c2,f pxq “

x3

c3,f pxq “ x ` 1

c1,g pxq “ x ` 1
c2,g pxq “ x ` 1
c3,g pxq “ x3

always chooses a strategy τ1 pZq Ď τ1 pXq Y τ1 pYq which, by Lemma 2.7.3, either contains e, or it contains both f and g. We apply the same construction
for player 2 and 3, only changing the role of e to act as f and g, respectively.
Note that the so-constructed game is essentially isomorphic to the routing game illustrated in Figure 2.6 if we interpret resource e as arc ps1 , t1 q,
resource f as arc ps2 , t2 q, and resource g as arc ps3 , t3 q. On every edge there
is a player specific cost function, given in Table 2.1.
Every player has two possible paths: the direct path that uses only one
edge, or the indirect path that uses two edges. We show that the game
where everyone puts all their weight on the direct path is a Nash equilibrium, as is the game where everybody puts their weight on the indirect
path.
s3 , t2

f
s2 , t1

g
e
s1 , t3
Figure 2.6: Counterexample

If all players put their weight on the direct route, then player 1 cannot
deviate to decrease it’s costs, as:
1
c1,e p1q ` c1,e
p1q ¨ 1 “ 1 ` 3 ď 2 ` 2 “ c1,f p1q ` c1,g p1q.

On the other hand, when all players put their weight on the indirect direct
route, player 1 can also not deviate, as:
1
1
c1,f p2q ` c1,f
p2q ¨ 1 ` c1,g p2q ` c1,g
p2q ¨ 1 “ 3 ` 1 ` 3 ` 1 ď 8 “ c1,e p2q.
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The same inequalities hold for player 2 and 3. And therefore everyone playing the direct route, or everyone playing the indirect route both results in a
Nash equilibrium.

2.8

a characterisation for undirected graphs

In Section 2.7 we proved that non-matroid set systems in general do not
have the strong uniqueness property when there are at least three players, by constructing embeddings τi that lead to the counterexample in Figure 2.6. This example also gives new insights in uniqueness of equilibria
in network congestion games. In the following, we give a characterization
of graphs that guarantee uniqueness of Nash equilibria even when playerspecific cost functions are allowed.
Definition 2.8.1. An undirected graph G is said to have the uniqueness property if for any atomic splittable network congestion game on G “ pV, Eq, equilibria
are unique.
Note that in the above definition, we do not specify how source- and sink
vertices are distributed in V. We obtain the following result which is related
to Theorem 3 of Meunier and Pradeau [47], where a similar result is given
for non-atomic congestion games with player-specific cost functions.
Theorem 2.8.2. An undirected graph has the uniqueness property if and only if
G has no cycle of length 3 or more.
Proof. Let G “ pV, Eq be the network in an atomic splittable network congestion game. Assume there exists a cycle C in G of length k, with k ě 3.
Already for three players, we can create a game with multiple equilibria by
generalising the previous example visualized in Figure 2.6. Pick three clockwise adjacent vertices v1 , v2 , v3 in cycle C and create three players which
have equal weight 1. Player 1 has source v1 and sink v2 , player 2 has source
v2 and sink v3 and player 3 has source v3 and sink v1 . Let ci,e pxq be the
cost function for player i at resource e. Define ci,e pxq as in Table 2.2.
For the same reason as in Figure 2.6 this game has two Nash equilibria:
one where all players send their flow clockwise, another where all players
send all flow counterclockwise.
On the other hand, assume no cycle of length 3 or more in G exists, then
G is a tree with parallel edges. Thus, for every source s and sink t, there
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Table 2.2: Cost functions for a game with multiple equilibria, M is sufficiently
large.

ci,e pxq

pv1 , v2 q

pv2 , v3 q

Cztpv1 , v2 q, pv2 , v3 qu

eRC

Player 1

x3

x`1

x`M

Player 2

x`1

x3

Player 3

x`1

x`1

1
k´2 px ` 1q
1
k´2 px ` 1q
1
3
k´2 x

x`M
x`M

is a unique path from s to t in G modulo parallel edges. Therefore, players
only have to decide on how to divide their weight over every set of parallel
edges they encounter. As the total cost for a player is just the sum of the
costs for all resources separately, players compete only in sets of parallel
edges. Atomic splittable congestion games on parallel edges with playerspecific cost functions are proven to have a unique Nash equilibrium by
Orda et al. [59]. Thus when G does not contain cycles of length 3 or more,
Nash equilibria are unique.

2.9

concluding remarks

In this chapter we studied sufficient and necessary conditions for a pure
Nash equilibrium to be unique in atomic splittable congestion games.
As a main result we introduced the class of bidirectional flow polymatroids and proved that whenever the strategy space of each player is equal
to the base polytope of an bidirectional flow polymatroid, equilibria are
guaranteed to be unique. Then, we demonstrated that bidirectional polymatroids are quite general, as they contain the classes of base-orderable
matroids, gammoids, transversal and laminar matroids. We complemented
this uniqueness result by showing that when there are at least three players
for which set systems Si are not bases of matroids, there exists an isomorphic game that admits multiple equilibria.
Secondly, we considered uniqueness of equilibria if the set systems Si correspond to paths in undirected graphs. Here, we proved that is we assume
at least three players, and we do not specify beforehand which vertices of
the graph serve as sources or sins, an undirected graph induces unique
equilibria if and only if the graph has no cycle of length at least 3.
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appendix 2.a: subclasses of base orderable matroids
We give proofs of the inclusions given in Figure 2.1:
Ă1 :

A uniform matroid is a partition matroid where the partition contains only one set.

Ă2 :

A partition matroid is a laminar matroid if all sets in the laminar
family are disjoint.

Ă3 :

A partition matroid is a transversal matroid where the sets that
need to be traversed are either equal or disjoint.

Ă4 :

For the laminar matroid, let F be the underlying laminar family on
ground set S with S P F. Copy each set X in F exactly kX times
to create multi set F 1 , where kX is the number of elements we are
allowed to take from set X. Now create a directed graph G “ pV, Aq,
where V “ F 1 Y S, and A “ tpX, Yq P F 1 ˆ F 1 |X Ď Yu Y tps, Xq P S ˆ
F 1 |s P Xu. Let U be the maximal multi set containing only S. Then
clearly G with starting points S and endpoints U form a gammoid
that corresponds to the laminar matroid.

Ă5 :

A transversal matroid is a gammoid according to Corollary 39.5a
in [67].

Ă6 :

Every binary matroid is a gammoid if and only if it is a graphic matroid on a generalized series-parallel graph [76]. As every graphic
matroid is binary [30], the graphic matroid on a generalized seriesparallel graph is a binary gammoid, and thus a gammoid.

Ă7 :

A gammoid is strongly base orderable according to Theorem 42.12
in [67].

Ă8 :

A matroid M “ pR, Iq is called strongly base orderable (SBO) if for
every pair of bases pB, B 1 q there exists a bijective function g : B Ñ
B 1 such that B ´ X ` gpXq P B. Take X “ e and X “ Bzteu to obtain
the conditions for base orderable matroids.
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3.1

3

introduction

As mentioned in Section 1.1, the complexity of computing equilibria is one
of the core activities of algorithmic game theory. While the computational
tractability of equilibria for unsplittable congestion games has been intensively studied over the last decade (cf. [2, 14, 15, 17, 25, 68]), the equilibrium
computation problem for atomic splittable congestion games is much less explored.
Regarding polynomial time algorithms for equilibrium computation, we
are only aware of two prior works: (1) For affine player-independent cost
functions, there exists a convex potential whose global minima are pure
Nash equilibria, see Cominetti et al. [18]. Thus, for any  ą 0 one can compute an -approximate equilibrium in polynomial time by convex programming methods. (2) Huang [39] also considered affine player-independent
cost functions, and he devised a combinatorial algorithm computing an
exact equilibrium for routing games on symmetric s-t graphs that are socalled well-designed. This condition is met for instance by series-parallel
graphs. His proof technique also uses the convex potential.
3.1.1 Our Results and Techniques
atomic splittable congestion games. We study atomic splittable
singleton congestion games with player-specific affine cost functions and develop the first polynomial time algorithm computing a pure Nash equilibrium. Our algorithm is purely combinatorial and computes an exact equilibrium. The main ideas and constructions are as follows. By analyzing
the first order necessary optimality conditions of an equilibrium, it can be
shown that any equilibrium is rational as it is a solution to a system of linear
equations with rational coefficients (assuming rational input). Using that
equilibria are unique for singleton games (see Richmann and Shimkin [62]
and Bhaskar et al. [9]), we further derive that the constraint matrix of the
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equation system is non-singular, allowing for an explicit representation of
the equilibrium by Cramer’s rule (using determinants of the constraint- and
their sub-matrices). This way, we obtain an explicit lower bound on the minimum demand value for any used resource in the equilibrium. We further
show that the unique equilibrium is also the unique equilibrium for an associated integrally-splittable game in which the players may only distribute the
demands in integer multiples of a common packet size of some value k˚ P Qą0
over the resources. While we are not able to compute k˚ exactly, we can efficiently compute some sufficiently small k0 ď k˚ with the property that an
equilibrium for the k0 -integrally-splittable game allows us to determine the
set of resources on which a player will put a positive amount of load in the
atomic splittable equilibrium. Once these support sets are known, an atomic
splittable equilibrium can be computed in polynomial time by solving a
system of linear equations. This way, we can reduce the problem of computing the exact equilibrium for an atomic splittable game to computing an
equilibrium for an associated k0 -integrally-splittable game.
The class of integrally-splittable congestion games has been studied before by Tran-Thanh et al. [72] for the case of player-independent convex
cost functions and later by Harks et al. [32, 36] (for the more general case of
polymatroid strategy spaces and player-specific convex cost functions). In
particular, Harks et al. devised an algorithm with running time n2 mpδ{k0 q3 ,
where n is the number of players, m the number of resources, and δ is
an upper bound on the maximum demand of the players (cf. Corollary
5.2 [32]). As δ is encoded in binary, however, the algorithm is only pseudopolynomial even for player-specific affine cost functions.
We devise a polynomial time algorithm for integrally-splittable singleton
congestion games with player-specific affine cost functions. Our algorithm
works as follows. For a game with initial packet size k0 , we start by finding
an equilibrium for packet size k “ k0 ¨ 2q for some q of order Oplogpδ{k0 qq,
satisfying only a part of the player-specific demands. Then we repeat the
following two actions:
1. We half the packet size from k to k{2 and construct a k{2-equilibrium
using the k-equilibrium. Here, a k-equilibrium denotes an equilibrium for an integrally-splittable game with common packet size k.
We show that this can be done in polynomial time by repeatedly performing the following operations given a k-equilibrium:
a) Among players who can improve, we find the player that benefits
most by moving one packet of size k{2;
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b) If necessary, we perform a sequence of backward-shuffles of packets to correct the load decrease caused by the first packet movement (this is called a backward path);
c) If necessary, we perform a sequence of forward-shuffles of packets to correct the load increase caused by the first packet movement (this is called a forward path);
(a)-(c) is iterated until a k{2-equilibrium for the currently scheduled
demand is reached. For strategy profile x we define ∆pxq to be a vector
that contains the cost for moving one packet to the currently cheapest
resource, for each combination of a player and resource. We show that
after each iteration ∆pxq lexicographically increases, which implies
that we converge to a k{2-equilibrium.
2. For each player i we repeat the following step: if the current packet
size k is smaller than the currently unscheduled demand of player i,
we add one more packet for this particular player to the game and
recompute the equilibrium. This part of the algorithm has also been
used in the algorithm by Tran-Thanh et al. [72] and Harks et al. [36].
After q iterations, we have scheduled all demands and obtain an equilibrium for the desired packet size k0 . Polynomial running time of the algorithm is shown by several structural results on the sensitivity of equilibria
with respect to packet sizes 2k and k. Specifically, we derive bounds on the
difference of the resulting global load vectors as well as the individual load
vectors of players. We use these insights to show that ∆pxq reaches a lexicographical maximum in a polynomial number of steps. Overall, compared
to the existing algorithms of Tran-Thanh et al. [72] and Harks et al. [36], our
algorithm has two main innovations: packet sizes are decreased exponentially (yielding polynomial running time in δ) and k-equilibrium computation for an intermediate packet size k is achieved via a careful construction
of a sequence of single packet movements (backward- and forward paths)
from a given 2k-equilibrium (ensuring its polynomial length).
multimarket cournot oligopolies. We then study the equilibrium computation problem for multimarket Cournot oligopolies as introduced in Section 1.2.3. For multimarket oligopolies, we develop a poly-time
computable isomorphism mapping a multimarket Cournot competition
game to an associated atomic splittable singleton congestion game. The isomorphism is payoff invariant (up to constants) and thus preserves equilib35
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ria in either games. As a consequence, we can apply the isomorphism and
the polynomial time algorithm for atomic splittable congestion games to
efficiently compute Cournot equilibria for models with firm-specific affine
price functions and quadratic production costs. In addition, our analysis for
integrally-splittable games also implies new bounds on the difference between real and integral Cournot equilibria complementing and extending
recent results of Todd [69] obtained for a single market.
3.1.2 Related Work
discrete congestion games. As the first seminal work regarding
the computational complexity of equilibrium computation in congestions
games, Fabrikant et al. [25] showed that the problem of computing a pure
Nash equilibrium is PLS-complete for network congestion games. Ackermann et al. [2] strengthened this result to hold even for network congestion games with linear cost functions. On the other hand, there are polynomial algorithms for symmetric network congestion games (cf. Fabrikant
et al. [25]), for matroid congestion games with player-specific cost functions (Ackermann et al. [2, 3]), for polymatroid congestion games with
player-specific cost functions and polynomially bounded demands (Harks
et al. [32, 36]) and for so-called total unimodular congestion games (see Del
Pia et al. [22]). Further results regarding the computation of approximate
equilibria in congestion games can be found in Caragiannis et al. [14, 15],
Chien and Sinclair [17] and Skopalik and Vöcking [68].
atomic splittable congestion games. Atomic splittable network
congestion games with player-independent cost functions have been studied (seemingly independent) by Orda et al. [59], Haurie and Marcotte [38]
and Marcotte [46]. Both lines of research mentioned that Rosens’ existence
result for concave games on compact strategy spaces implies the existence
of pure Nash equilibria via Kakutani’s fixed-point theorem. Cominetti et
al. [18] presented the first upper bounds on the price of anarchy in atomic
splittable congestion games. These were later improved by Harks [31] and
finally shown to be tight by Schoppmann and Roughgarden [65].
For the computation of equilibria, Marcotte [46] proposed four numerical
algorithms and showed local convergence results. Meunier and Pradeau [48]
developed a pivoting-algorithm (similar to Lemkes algorithm) for nonatomic
network congestion games with affine player-specific cost functions. Poly-
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nomial running time was, however, not shown and seems unlikely to hold.
Gairing et al. [28] considered nonatomic routing games on parallel links
with affine player-specific cost functions. They developed a convex potential function that can be minimized within arbitrary precision in polynomial time. Deligkas et al. [23] considered general concave games with compact action spaces and investigated algorithms computing an approximate
equilibrium. Roughly speaking, they discretized the compact strategy space
and use the Lipschitz constants of utility functions to show that only a finite number of representative strategy profiles need to be considered for
obtaining an approximate equilibrium (see also Lipton et al. [45] for a similar approach). The running time of the algorithm, however, depends on
an upper bound of the norm of strategy vectors, thus, implying only a
pseudo-polynomial algorithm for our setting.
linear complementarity problems. The equilibrium computation
problem in atomic splittable congestion games with singleton strategies
and affine cost functions can be written as a linear complementary problem
(LCP), see Appendix 3.A for the formal derivation. Given a matrix M and
a vector q, a linear complementarity problem LCPpM, qq seeks a vector z
such that the following three properties hold: (1) z ě 0 (2) Mz ` q ě 0
and (3) zT pMz ` qq “ 0. If matrix M is positive definite, the solution to the
LCPpM, qq can be found within polynomial time for any q. When we write
an atomic splittable congestion game as an LCPpM, qq (see Appendix 3.A),
then M is not positive definite.
Matrix M is a P-matrix, i.e., a matrix where every principal minor is
positive, if and only if the solution to the LCPpM, qq is unique for every
q [19, 53]. In some specific cases, this solution can be found within polynomial time [77]. Though an atomic splittable congestion game on singleton
strategies has a unique solution, M is not a P-matrix in the corresponding
LCPpM, qq. When the demands, that only occur in q, are set to zero, multiple solutions to the LCPpM, qq exist. Ye and Pardalos [78] studied classes
of LCP’s for which a polynomial time algorithms are known; e.g. when M
is co-positive and q ě 0, or when M´1 is co-positive and M´1 q ď 0, but
the corresponding LCP of our problem does not seem to belong to any of
these classes.
multimarket cournot oligopolies. The existence of equilibria in
single market Cournot models (beyond quasi-polynomial utility functions)
has been studied extensively in the past decades (see Vives [74] for a good
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survey). For example, Novshek [58] proved that equilibria exists whenever
the marginal revenue of each firm is decreasing in the aggregate quantities of the other firms. Then, several works (cf. Topkis [70], Amir [4],
Kukushkin [44], Milgrom and Roberts [50], Milgrom and Shannon [51], Topkis [71] and Vives [73]) proved existence of equilibria when the underlying
game is supermodular, i.e., when the strategy space forms a lattice and
the marginal utility of each firm is increasing in any other firm’s output.
Using supermodularity, one can obtain existence results without assuming
that the utility functions are quasi-convex. Very recently, Todd [69] considered Cournot competition on a single market, where the price functions
are linear and cost functions are quadratic. For such games, he proved that
equilibria exist and can be computed in time Opn logpnqq, where n denotes
the number of firms. Additionally, he analyzed the maximum differences
of production quantities of real an integral equilibria, respectively.
Abolhassani et al. [1] devised several polynomial time algorithms (partly
using algorithms for solving nonlinear complementarity problems) for multimarket Cournot oligopolies. In contrast to our work, they assume that
price functions are firm-independent. Bimpikis et al. [10] provided a characterization of the production quantities at the unique equilibrium, when
price functions are player-independent and concave, and cost functions are
convex. They study the impact of changes in the competition structure on
the firm’s profit. This framework can be used to either identify opportunities for collaboration and expanding in new markets. Harks and Klimm [35]
studied the existence of Cournot equilibria, under the condition that each
firm can only sell its items to a limited number of markets simultaneously.
They proved that equilibria exist when production cost functions are convex, marginal return functions strictly decrease for strictly increased own
quantities and non-decreased aggregated quantities and when for every
firm, the firm specific market reaction functions across markets are identical up to market-specific shifts.
3.2

preliminaries

3.2.1 Atomic Splittable Singleton Games
Similar as in Section 1.2.2, an atomic splittable singleton congestion game is
represented by the tuple:
G :“ pN, E, pdi qiPN , pEi qiPN , pci,e qiPN,ePEi q ,
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where E “ te1 , . . . , em u is a finite set of resources and N “ t1, . . . , nu is a
finite set of players. Each player i P N is associated with a demand di P Qě0
and a set of allowable resources Ei Ď E. A strategy for player i P N is a
(possibly fractional) distribution of the demand di over the singletons in
Ei . Thus, one can represent the strategy space of every player i P N by the
polytope:
!
)
ÿ
|E |
Si pdi q :“ xi P Rě0i |
xi,e “ di .
ePEi

Ś
The combined strategy space is denoted by S :“
iPN Si pdi q and we
denote by x “ pxi qiPN the overall strategy profile. We define xi,e :“ pxi qe
as the load of player i on e P Ei and xi,e “ 0 when e P EzEi . The total
ř
load on e is given as xe :“ iPN xi,e . Resources have player-specific affine
cost functions ci,e pxe q “ ai,e xe ` bi,e with ai,e P Qą0 and bi,e P Qě0 for
all i P N and e P E. The total cost of player i in strategy distribution x is
defined as:
ÿ
πi pxq “
ci,e pxe q xi,e .
ePEi

Ś
For i P N, we write S´i pd´i q “
j‰i Sj pdj q and x “ pxi , x´i q meaning
that xi P Si pdi q and x´i P S´i pd´i q. A strategy profile x
if
` is an equilibrium
˘
πi pxq ď πi pyi , x´i q for all i P N and yi P Si pdi q. A pair x, pyi , x´i q P S ˆ S
is called an improving move of player i, if πi pxi , x´i q ą πi pyi , x´i q. The
marginal cost for player i on resource e is defined as:
1
µi,e pxq “ ci,e pxe q ` xi,e ci,e
pxe q “ ai,e pxe ` xi,e q ` bi,e .

We obtain the following sufficient and necessary equilibrium condition.
Lemma 3.2.1 (cf. Harks [31]). Strategy profile x is an equilibrium if and only if
the following holds for all i P N: when xi,e ą 0, then µi,e pxq ď µi,f pxq for all
f P Ei .
Using that the strategy space is compact and cost functions are convex,
Kakutanis’ fixed point theorem implies the existence of an equilibrium.
Uniqueness is proven by Richmann and Shimkin [62] and Bhaskar et al. [9].
Game G is called symmetric whenever Ei “ E for all i P N. We can project
any asymmetric game G on a symmetric game G˚ by setting:
$
&c px q
if e P Ei ,
i,e e
c˚i,e pxe q “
%
xe ` pn ` 2qpamax q2 otherwise,
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for all i P N and e P EzEi , where:
amax :“ maxtai,e , bi,e | i P N, e P Ei u, tdi | i P Nu, 1u.
In this case µi,e p0q ě µi,f pxe q for any e P EzEi , f P Ei , i P N and x P S. Thus,
in an equilibrium y for game G˚ no player i puts load on any resource
e P EzEi . Hence, y is also an equilibrium for game G. In the rest of this
paper we project every asymmetric game on a symmetric game using the
construction above.
3.2.2 Integral Singleton Games
A k-integral game is given by the tuple Gk :“ pN, E, pdi qiPN , pci,e qiPN,ePE q
with k P Qą0 . Here, players cannot split their load fractionally, but only in
multiples of k. Assume di is a multiple of k, then the strategy space for
player i is the following set:
!
)
ÿ
|E|
Si pdi , kq :“ xi P Qě0 | xi,e “ kq, q P Ně0 ,
xi,e “ di .
ePE

In this game, k is also called the packet size. When E, N and pci,e qiPN,ePE
are clear from the context, we will also refer to the game as Gk ppdi qiPN q.
For player-specific affine cost functions the (discrete) marginal increase and
decrease are defined as follows:
µ`k
i,e pxq “ pxi,e ` kqci,e pxe ` kq ´ xi,e ci,e pxe q,
$
&x c px q ´ px ´ kqc px ´ kq, if x ą 0
i,e i,e e
i,e
i,e e
i,e
µ´k
pxq
“
i,e
%
´8,
if xi,e ď 0.

(3.1)
(3.2)

Here, µ`k
i,e pxq is the cost for player i to add one packet of size k to resource
e and µ´k
i,e pxq is the gain for player i of removing a packet from resource e.
Assuming that cost functions are affine, we obtain
´k
µ`k
i,e pxq “ kai,e pxe ` xi,e ` kq and µi,e pxq “ kai,e pxe ` xi,e ´ kq.

Lemma 3.2.2 (cf. Groenevelt [29]). Strategy profile x is an equilibrium in a
k-integral congestion game if and only if for all i P N: when xi,e ą 0, then
`k
µ´k
i,e pxq ď µi,f pxq for all f P E.
`k
´k
´k
Define µ`k
i,min pxq :“ minePE tµi,e pxqu and µi,max pxq :“ maxePE tµi,e pxqu.
Then strategy profile x is an equilibrium in a k-integral congestion game if
`k
and only if µ´k
i,max pxq ď µi,min pxq for all i P N.
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3.3

reduction to integrally-splittable games

We show that the problem of finding an equilibrium for an atomic splittable
game reduces to the problem of finding an equilibrium for a k0 -integral
game for some k0 P Qą0 .
Theorem 3.3.1. Let x be the unique equilibrium of an atomic splittable singleton
game G. Then, there exists a k˚ P Qą0 such that x is also the unique equilibrium
for the k˚ -integral splittable game Gk˚ .
Proof. We define the support set for each player as Ii :“ te P E | xi,e ą 0u.
Lemma 3.2.1 implies that if x is an equilibrium, and xi,e , xi,f ą 0, then
ř
µi,e pxq “ µi,f pxq. Define p :“ iPN |Ii | ď nm. Then, if the correct support
set Ii of each player is known, the equilibrium can be computed by solving
the following set of p linear equations on p variables.
1. For every player we have an equation that makes sure the demand of
ř
that player is satisfied. Thus, ePIi xi,e “ di for each player i P N.
2. For every i P N, there are |Ii | ´ 1 equations of type µi,e pxq “ µi,f pxq for
e, f P Ii , which we write as ai,e pxe ` xi,e q ´ ai,f pxf ` xi,f q “ bi,e ´ bi,f .
ř
Note that xe is not an extra variable, but an abbreviation for iPN xi,e .
From now on we refer to this set of equalities as the system Ax “ b,
where A is a p ˆ p matrix. Note that as the equilibrium exists and is unique,
the corresponding matrix is non-singular. Using Cramer’s Rule, the unique
solution is given by:
xi,e “ detpAi,e q{ detpAq “ | detpAi,e q|{| detpAq|,
where Ai,e is the matrix formed by replacing the column that corresponds
to value xi,e in A by b. We first define the set of input values as
Q :“ ttai,e , bi,e | i P N, e P Ei u, tdi | i P Nu, 1u.
We define the greatest common divisor of Q as:
agcd :“ maxta P Qą0 | @q P Q, D` P N such that q “ a ¨ `u.
Then, as all values in A and b depend on adding and subtracting values
in Q, | detpAi,e q| is an integer multiple of pagcd qp and, hence, an integer
multiple of pagcd qnm . Thus, all player-specific loads are integer multiples of
pagcd qnm {| detpAq| and, hence, if we define k˚ “ pagcd qnm {| detpAq|, x is an
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equilibrium for the k˚ -integral splittable game. Note that we can compute
agcd in running time Opnm log amax q.
It is left to prove that x is the unique equilibrium for the k˚ -integral splittable game. Assume on the contrary that there are two different equilibria
x, y, where x is the equilibrium for the atomic splittable game. We define:
ÿ
pxi,e ´ yi,e q ą 0u,
E` :“ te P E|xe ą ye u,
N` :“ ti P N|
ePE`

E´ :“ te P E|xe ď ye u,

N´ :“ ti P N|

ÿ

pxi,e ´ yi,e q ă 0u.

ePE´

Clearly N` ‰ H, and as each player distributes the same amount of load in
x and y we have N` “ N´ . Choose a player i P N` “ N´ , then there exist
resources e and f such that xe ą ye , xi,e ą yi,e , xf ď yf and xi,f ă yi,f .
Then, we have:
˚

µ`k
i,e pyq
˚

˚ 2
ă µ`k
i,e pxq ´ pk q ai,e

pas xe ě ye ` k˚ and xi,e ě yi,e ` k˚ q

“ k˚ ¨ µi,e pxq

pby rewritingq

˚

pas x is the atomic splittable equilibrium)

´k˚

pby rewritingq

´k˚

pas xf ď yf and xi,f ď yi,f ` k˚ q

ď k ¨ µi,f pxq
“ µi,f pxq ` pk˚ q2 ai,f
ď µi,f pyq.

This contradicts the fact that y is an equilibrium. Thus, x is the unique
k˚ -integral splittable equilibrium.

Note that we do not know matrix A beforehand, but we do know that
2amax is an upper bound on the values occurring in A. Using Hadamard’s
inequality we find that | detpAq| ď p2amax qnm pnmqnm{2 . Hence, we can
find a lower bound of k˚ :
k˚ ě

anm
gcd
p2amax qnm pnmqnm{2

.

For atomic splittable equilibrium x and any k-integral-splittable equilibrium xk , there exist bounds on |xe ´ pxk qe | and |xi,e ´ pxk qi,e | in terms of
k and m. Then, given the equilibrium for some sufficiently small k0 , we
are able to compute the correct support set of each player and compute the
exact equilibrium by solving system Ax “ b as described earlier.
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Let x be a Nash equilibrium for an atomic splittable game and xk an
equilibrium for a k-integral splittable game. We show that for each e P E
|pxk qe ´ xe | ă mk (Lemma 3.3.2) and |pxk qi,e ´ xi,e | ă m2 k for each i P N
and e P E (Lemma 3.3.3).
Lemma 3.3.2. Let x be an equilibrium for an atomic splittable game, and xk be
an equilibrium for a k-integral splittable game. Then |pxk qe ´ xe | ă mk for all
e P E.
Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction and assume |pxk qe ´ xe | ě mk
for some e P E. There are two cases: pxk qe ´ xe ě mk or pxk qe ´ xe ď ´mk.
We discuss why pxk qe ´ xe ě mk leads to a contradiction. The second case
is similar, but with reversed inequalities.
Thus, we assume pxk qe ´ xe ě mk. We then introduce two player sets
`
`
Nf , N´
f for every resource f P E, where Nf “ ti P N|pxk qi,f ą xi,f u and
`
N´
f “ ti P N|pxk qi,f ă xi,f u. First note that for every i P Ne we have
pxk qe ` pxk qi,e ą xe ` xi,e ` mk. Hence,
and

pxk qe ` pxk qi,e ą xe ` xi,e ` k

pxk qi,e ą xi,e ě 0.

(3.3)

Then, using the player sets, we obtain:
ÿ
ÿ
ppxk qi,e ´ xi,e q `
ppxk qi,e ´ xi,e q “ pxk qe ´ xe .
iPN`
e

As

iPN´
e

ř

ppxk qi,e
iPN´
e
ÿ

´ xi,e q ď 0 and pxk qe ´ xe ě mk, we obtain:

ppxk qi,e ´ xi,e q ě mk.

iPN`
e

The total load distributed by player i does not change, therefore:
ÿ ÿ
pxk qi,f ´ xi,f ď ´mk.
f‰e iPN`
e

For every resource f ‰ e we then obtain:
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
ppxk qi,f ´ xi,f q `
´
f‰e iPN`
e XN
f

ppxk qi,f ´ xi,f q ď ´mk,

`
iPN`
e XNf

´
“
as N “ N´
i P N“
it holds that pxk qi,f ´ xi,f “ 0.
f Y Nf Y N` , and for all
ř
řf
`
By definition of Nf , it holds that f‰e iPN`
` ppxk qi,f ´ xi,f q ě 0. And
e XNf
thus:
ÿ
ÿ
ppxk qi,f ´ xi,f q ď ´mk.
(3.4)
´
f‰e iPN`
e XN
f
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As pxk qe ´ xe ě mk and the total load in the system is the same in x and
ř
xk , we have f‰e ppxk qf ´ xf q ď ´mk. Therefore
ÿ
ÿ
´
ppxk qf ´ xf q ď ´|N`
e X Nf |mk.
´
f‰e iPN`
e XN
f

We add this to equation (3.4) to obtain
ÿ
ÿ
´
ppxk qf ´ xf q ` ppxk qi,f ´ xi,f q ď ´p|N`
e X Nf | ` 1qmk.
´
f‰e iPN`
e XN
f

By using the pigeonhole principle on the number of resources f ‰ e, f P E,
there must exists an f P E, f ‰ e such that
ÿ
´
ppxk qf ´ xf q ` ppxk qi,f ´ xi,f q ă ´p|N`
e X Nf | ` 1qk.
´
iPN`
e XNf

´
Using the pigeonhole principle again on the number of players in N`
e X Nf ,
´
there must exist an i P N`
e X Nf such that:

(3.5)

pxk qf ` pxk qi,f ď xf ` xi,f ´ k.
Then:
µi,f pxq ě1

1 `k
1
µi,f pxk q ě2 µ´k
pxk q ą3 µi,e pxq
k
k i,e

(3.6)

Here ě1 is due to inequality (3.5), ě2 is due to the fact that xk is a
Nash equilibrium and ą3 is due to inequality (3.3). Inequality (3.6) now
contradicts the fact that x is a Nash equilibrium.

Thus, we established a bound on the difference in total load for an atomic
splittable equilibrium and a k-integral splittable equilibrium. We use this
bound on the total load to establish bounds on the difference in playerspecific load on a resource.
Lemma 3.3.3. Let x be an equilibrium for an atomic splittable congestion game
G, and xk be an equilibrium for the corresponding k-integral splittable game. Then
|pxk qi,e ´ xi,e | ă m2 k for all i P N and e P E.
Proof. We prove this lemma by contradiction and assume that there exists
an i P N and e P E such that |pxk qi,e ´ xi,e | ě m2 k. Again there are two
cases: pxk qi,e ě xi,e ` m2 k or pxk qi,e ď xi,e ´ m2 k. We first discuss why
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pxk qi,e ě xi,e ` m2 k leads to a contradiction. The same reasoning holds for
pxk qi,e ď xi,e ´ m2 k, by reversing all inequalities.
Thus, we assume that pxk qi,e ě xi,e ` m2 k. From Lemma 3.3.2 we know
that pxk qe ě xe ´ mk. Adding both inequalities we obtain
pxk qe ` pxk qi,e ě xe ` xi,e ` mpm ´ 1qk.

(3.7)

As the total load distributed by player i does not change, and neither does
the total load in the system change, we obtain:
ÿ
ÿ
ppxk qf ` pxk qi,f q ě
pxf ` xi,f q ´ mpm ´ 1qk.
f‰e

f‰e

As there are m ´ 1 remaining resources besides resource e, there must exist
at least one resource f P E such that:
(3.8)

pxk qf ` pxk qi,f ě xf ` xi,f ´ mk.

Note that xi,f ą 0, as xi,f “ 0 implies pxk qf ă xf ´ mk which contradicts
Lemma 3.3.2. We obtain:
µi,f pxq ě1

1 `k
1
µi,f pxk q ě2 µ´k
pxk q ą3 µi,e pxq.
k
k i,e

(3.9)

Assuming m ě 2, ě1 follows from inequality (3.8), ě2 is due to the
fact that xk is a Nash equilibrium and ą3 follows from inequality (3.7).
Inequality (3.9), combined with xi,f ą 0, contradicts the fact that x is a
Nash equilibrium. Altogether we get |pxk qi,e ´ xi,e | ă m2 k for all i P N and
e P E.

Thus, if we compute an equilibrium for a sufficiently small k0 , this k0 integral-splittable equilibrium should be fairly similar to the unique k˚ integral splittable equilibrium. Hence, it enables us to find the correct support sets and compute the exact atomic splittable equilibrium.
Theorem 3.3.4. Given an atomic splittable congestion game G and an equilibrium
xk0 for k0 -splittable game Gk0 , where:
nm

agcd
1
k0 :“
¨
,
2m2 rp2amax qnm pnmqnm{2 s
we can compute in Oppnmq3 q the exact atomic splittable equilibrium x for game
G.
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Proof. First note that all demands di are integer multiples of k0 , as di is
an integer multiple of agcd , and both 2m2 and rp2amax qnm pnmqnm{2 s are
integer.
Theorem 3.3.1 implies that there exists a k˚ such that the atomic splittable
equilibrium is also an equilibrium for the k˚ -integral splittable game. In the
following we show that there is a load-threshold m2 k0 that enables us to
decide whether or not a resource receives any demand from player i in the
equilibrium of the atomic splittable game.
1. If pxk0 qi,e ă m2 k0 , then xi,e “ 0. Assume by contradiction that
xi,e ą 0. Remember that the atomic splittable equilibrium is also an
k˚ -equilibrium and thus, if xi,e ą 0, then the inequality xi,e ě k˚
must hold. We obtain:
xi,e ´ pxk0 qi,e ą k˚ ´ m2 k0
nm

ě

agcd
1
¨
2 rp2amax qnm pnmqnm{2 s

“ m2 k 0 ,
which contradicts Lemma 3.3.3. Thus, xi,e “ 0.
2. If pxk0 qi,e ě m2 k0 , then we prove that xi,e ą 0. On the contrary, we
assume that xi,e “ 0. In this case we have pxk0 qi,e ´ xi,e ě m2 k0 ,
which contradicts Lemma 3.3.3. Thus, xi,e ą 0.
Hence, given an equilibrium pxk0 q for k0 -splittable game Gk0 , we can compute the correct support sets Ii for all i P N, where
Ii :“ te P E | pxk0 qi,e ě m2 k0 u.
Given the correct support sets, we can easily compute the correct, exact
equilibrium by solving the system Ax “ b of at most nm linear equations
in running time Oppnmq3 q using Gaussian elimination [55].

It is left to compute an equilibrium xk0 for integral game Gk0 . Such integral games have been studied in the literature before, see Harks et al. [32,
36]. In particular, [32, Algorithm 1] has running time Opnmpδ{k0 q3 q. Here
δ is an upper bound on the player-specific demands. In general, δ is not
bounded in k0 , thus, the running time is not polynomially bounded in the
size of the input.
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3.4

a polynomial algorithm for integral games

The goal of this section is to develop a polynomial time algorithm that computes an equilibrium for any k-integral splittable singleton game with playerspecific affine cost functions. We use elements of [72, Algorithm 1] and [36,
Algorithm 1] to construct a new algorithm that has a running time in
Opn2 m14 logpδ{kqq. We first introduce some new notation. For two vectors
xi , yi P R|E| , we denote their Hamming distance by:
ÿ
Hpxi , yi q :“
|xi,e ´ yi,e |.
ePE

For two strategy profiles x and y, we denote their Hamming distance by:
ÿ
Hpx, yq :“
|xe ´ ye |.
ePE

e´ , e`

For two resources
P E, we denote yi “ pxi qe´ Ñe` if yi,e´ “ xi,e´ ´ k,
yi,e` “ xi,e` ` k and yi,e “ xi,e for all e P Ezte´ , e` u. If x is a strategy profile for some game Gk and yi “ pxi qe´ Ñe` , we denote pyi , x´i q “ xi:e´ Ñe` .
We define a restricted best response:
Definition 3.4.1. Let x be a strategy profile for game Gk ppdi qiPN q. Assume there
`k
`
exists e´ , e` P E such that e´ P arg maxtµ´k
i,e pxqu, e P arg mintµi,e pxqu and
µ´k
pxq ą µ`k
pxq. Then, we term strategy yi “ pxi qe´ Ñe` a restricted best
i,e´
i,e`
response to x for player i.
Note that when yi is a restricted best response to xi , Hpxi , yi q “ 2k. We
first describe two subroutines, termed Add and Restore.
3.4.1 Add
The first subroutine, Add, is described in Algorithm 2 and consists of lines
4-10 of [36, Algorithm 1]. Given an equilibrium xk for game Gk ppdi qiPN q,
it computes an equilibrium for the game, where the demand for player j
is increased by k. First it decides on the best resource f for player j to put
her new packet. In effect, the load on resource f increases and only those
players with xi,f ą 0 can potentially decrease their cost by a deviation. In
this case, Harks et al. proved in [36, Theorem 3.2] that a best response can
be obtained by a restricted best response moving a packet away from f.
Thus, only one packet is moved throughout, preserving the invariant that
only players using a resource to which the packet is moved may have an
incentive to profitably deviate.
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Algorithm 2: Subroutine Addpx, i, Gk ppdi1 qiPN qq

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Input: equilibrium xk for Gk ppdi1 qiPN q, player i
Output: equilibrium xk1 for Gk ppdi1 qiPN q, where dj1 Ð dj1 ` k;
x Ð xk ; dj1 Ð dj1 ` k; Sj1 Ð Sj pdj1 , kq;
Choose f P arg mintµ`k
j,e pxqu;
xj,f Ð xj,f ` k;
while Di P N who can improve in Gk do
Compute a restricted best response yi P Si1 ;
xi Ð yi ;
end
xk1 Ð x;
return xk1

3.4.2 Restore
The second subroutine, Restore, takes as input an equilibrium x2k for
packet size 2k and game Gk ppdi qiPN q, and constructs an equilibrium for
packet size k. This algorithm makes use of two sub-algorithms: Algorithm 3
and Algorithm 6. In Algorithm 3 we create a backward path of restricted
best responses. In a backward path we are given a resource e´
1 and a strategy profile xb
.
In
iteration
q,
we
decide
if
there
exists
a
player i that
1
´
´
has a restricted best response from some eq`1 to eq , and if so, we deb
fine xb
. If no player has a restricted best response
q`1 Ð pxq qi:e´ Ñe´
q
q`1

b
to resource e´
ą px2k qe´
´ 2mk. If so, we end our
q , we check if pxq qe´
q
q
backward path. Else, we look for a player that has an improving move
´
in which she shifts one packet from some e´
q`1 to eq , and then continue
the backward path. Note that in each step we preserve the invariant that
b
Hpxb
1 , xq q P t0, 2ku.
In Algorithm 6 we create a forward path of restricted best responses. A forward path is very similar to a backward path, but we change the perspecf
tive. Thus, given a resource e`
q and a strategy profile xq , we check in iteration q if there exists a player that has a restricted best response from e`
q to
`
some eq`1 . As this algorithm is very similar to Algorithm 3, it is moved to
Appendix 3.B. Both algorithms (back- and forward path) can be seen as a
special instantiation of a general restricted best response dynamic (cf. [36,
72]). We are now ready to define subroutine Restore.
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´
Algorithm 3: BPpx2k , xb
1 , e1 , Gk q : A backward path of restricted best
responses.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input: equilibrium x2k for game G2k , strategy profile xb
1 for game Gk , a
resource e´
and
game
G
.
k
1
Output: Strategy profile xb
for
game Gk and resource e´
qb
q.
Initialize q Ð 1;
repeat
if pxb
ď px2k qe´
´ 2mk then
q qe´
q
q
Find player i and resource e´
q`1 satisfying properties:
b
B1. pxq qi,e´
ă px2k qi,e´
;
q
q
´k b
B2. e´
q`1 P arg maxtµi,e pxq qu ;
B3. µ`k
pxb q ă µ´k
pxb
q q;
i,e´ q
i,e´
q

8
9
10
11

12
13

q`1

b
Define xb
q`1 Ð pxq qi:e´

´
q`1 Ñeq

;

q Ð q ` 1;
end
`k b
while Di P N with e´
q “ arg minePE tµi,e pxq qu and
´k
b
b
µ`k
i,min pxq q ă µi,max pxq q do
´k b
Choose e´
q`1 P arg maxtµi,e pxq qu;
b
xb
;
q`1 Ð pxq qi:e´ Ñe´
q
q`1

16

q Ð q ` 1;
end
until pxb
ą px2k qe´
´ 2mk;
q qe´
q
q

17

´
return pxb
q , eq q

14
15

We initialize x by equilibrium x2k . While x is not an equilibrium for Gk ,
we iterate the following. Among players who can improve, we find the
player j that benefits most from a restricted best response. We carry out a
restricted best response for player j and move a packet from some resource
`
e´
1 to some e1 . Then we compute a backward path, starting in resource
´
e1 . If the resulting strategy profile has Hamming distance zero with x, we
stop this iteration and overwrite x by the resulting strategy profile. Else, we
compute a forward path, starting in e`
1 and overwrite x by the resulting
strategy profile. The pseudo-code of subroutine Restore can be found in
Algorithm 4.
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Algorithm 4: Subroutine Restorepx, k, pdi1 qiPN , Gq

1
2
3
4
5

Input: equilibrium x2k for G2k ppdi1 qiPN q
Output: equilibrium xk for Gk ppdi1 qiPN q
x Ð x2k ;
while x not an equilibrium for Gk ppdi1 qiPN q do
´k
j Ð arg maxiPN tµ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,max pxqu;
´k
`
`k
Choose e´
1 P arg maxtµj,e pxqu and e1 P arg mintµj,e pxqu;
xb
1 Ð xj:e´ Ñe` ;
1

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

1

´
b ´
pxb
qb , eqb q Ð BPpxk , x1 , e1 , Gk q;
´
if e`
1 ‰ eqb then
xf1 Ð xb
qb ;
f `
pxfqf , e`
qf q Ð FPpxk , x1 , e1 , Gk q;
x 1 Ð xfqf ;
else
x 1 Ð xb
qb ;
end
x Ð x 1;
end
xk Ð x;
return xk ;

3.4.3 PacketHalver
Using the subroutines Add and Restore we develop PacketHalver, which
computes an equilibrium xk0 for the k0 -splittable game Gk0 ppdi qiPN qq.
In this algorithm we start with an equilibrium xk for Gk ppdi1 qiPN qq, where
1
di “ 0 for all i P N, k “ 2q1 k0 and q1 “ arg minqPN t2q k0 ą maxiPN di u.
Note that this game has a trivial equilibrium, where pxk qi,e “ 0 for all i P N
and e P E. We repeat the following two steps:
• Given an equilibrium xk for Gk ppdi1 qiPN q, we construct an equilibrium
for Gk{2 ppdi1 qiPN q using subroutine Restore and set k to k{2.
• For each player i P N we check if di ´ di1 ě k. If so, we increase di1 by
k and recompute equilibrium xk using subroutine Add.
After q1 iterations PacketHalver returns an equilibrium xk0 for game
Gk0 ppdi qiPN qq. The pseudo-code of PacketHalver can be found in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5: Algorithm PacketHalverpGk0 ppdi qiPN qq
Input: Integral splittable congestion game
Gk0 “ pN, E, pdi qiPN , pci,e qiPN,ePE q.
Output: An equilibrium xk0 for Gk0 .
1 Initialize q1 “ arg minqPN t2q k0 ą maxiPN di u; k Ð 2q1 k0 ; di1 Ð 0;
xk Ð p0qePE,iPN ;
2 for 1, . . . , q1 ´ 1 do
3
k Ð k{2;
4
xk Ð Restorepx2k , Gk ppdi1 qiPN qqq;
5
for i P N do
6
if di ´ di1 ą k then
7
xk Ð Addpxk , i, Gk ppdi1 qiPN qqq;
8
di1 Ð di1 ` k;
9
end
10
end
11 end
12 return xk ;

3.5

correctness

In this section, we prove that PacketHalver indeed returns an equilibrium
for game Gk0 ppdi qiPN q. In order to do so, we first need to verify that the two
subroutines Add and Restore are correct. Subroutine Add is proven to be
correct by Harks, Peis, and Klimm [36], thus, it is left to verify correctness
of Restore and PacketHalver.
3.5.1 Correctness Restore
To verify the correctness of subroutine Restorepx2k , Gk ppdi qiPN qqq, we need
to prove that Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 6 are well-defined, and that
Restore terminates.
To prove that Algorithm 3 is well-defined, we need to verify that if
b
pxq qe´
ď px2k qe´
´ 2mk, there exists a player i and a resource e´
q`1 satq
q
isfying Property B1, B2 and B3.
Lemma 3.5.1. In Algorithm 3, if pxb
ď px2k qe´
´ 2mk, then we can find a
q qe´
q
q
player i and a resource e´
q`1 satisfying Property B1, B2 and B3.
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Proof. The idea for this proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3.2.
When pxb
ď px2k qe´
´ 2mk, we can find a player that can decrease its
q qe´
q
q
´
cost by moving a packet from some e´
q`1 to eq . The maximum cost decrease
´
´k
is attained by choosing eq`1 P maxePE tµi,e u. The full proof can be found
in Appendix 3.C.


Algorithm 6 is well-defined if we can find a player i and a resource e`
q`1
satisfying Property F1, F2 and F3 whenever pxfq qe`
ě
px
q
` ` 2mk.
2k
eq
q
Lemma 3.5.2. In Algorithm 6, if pxfq qe`
ě px2k qe`
` 2mk, then we can find a
q
q
player i and a resource e`
q`1 satisfying Property F1, F2 and F3.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is omitted as it is similar to the proof of
Lemma 3.5.1, where all inequalities are reversed.

It is left to prove that Restore terminates. We define:
´k
∆pxq :“ pµ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,e pxqqiPN;ePE ,
´k
∆i pxq :“ pµ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,e pxqqePE .

Let ∆min pxq be the minimum value in ∆pxq. Note that when all elements
in ∆pxq are non-negative, or, equivalently, when ∆min pxq is non-negative,
x is an equilibrium. Our goal is to show that after each iteration in the
while-loop (lines 2 - 15 of Restore) ∆pxq increases according to a certain
lexicographical order defined as follows. Given two vectors u, v P Rn , we
say that v is sorted lexicographically larger than u, if there is an k P t1, . . . , nu
such that uφpiq “ vψpiq for all i ă k and uφpkq ă vψpkq , where φ and ψ
are permutations that sort u and v non-decreasingly. We write u ă lex v. If
uφpiq “ vψpiq for all i P t1, . . . , nu, we write u “ lex v.
Proving that ∆pxq sorted lexicographically increases implies that Restore
does not cycle, and thus, as the strategy space is finite, terminates. In general, under the hypothesis that ∆pxq lexicographically increases, we obtain
the following (finite) sequence of strategy profiles within a while-loop:
b
b
f
f
f
1
x Ñ xb
1 Ñ x2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ xqb “ x1 Ñ x2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ xqf “ x .
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We introduce two types of vectors that help us prove that ∆pxq ă lex ∆px 1 q.
Let q be the iteration in the backward path where a player moves a packet
q,´k
q,`k
´
from e´
q`1 to eq . We define values Bi,e pxq and Bi,min pxq as follows:
$
’
’
µ´k pxq ` k2 ai,e ,
’
& i,e
´k
2
Bq,´k
i,e pxq “ ’µi,e pxq ´ k ai,e ,
’
’
% ´k
µi,e pxq,
$
’
’
µ`k pxq ` k2 ai,e ,
’
& i,min
`k
2
Bq,`k
i,min pxq “ ’µi,min pxq ´ k ai,e ,
’
’
% `k
µi,min pxq,

`
´
if e´
q ‰ e1 and e “ eq ,
`
`
if e´
q ‰ e1 and e “ e1 ,

(3.11)

otherwise.
`
`k
´
if e´
q ‰ e1 and eq “ arg min µi,e pxq,
`
`
`k
if e´
q ‰ e1 and e1 “ arg min µi,e pxq,

otherwise.
(3.12)

q,`
As k is fixed within Restore, we write Bq,´
i,e pxq and Bi,min pxq instead. We
define:
q,`
q,´
Bq
i pxq “ pBi,min pxq ´ Bi,e pxqqePE ,
q,´
Bq pxq “ pBq,`
i,min pxq ´ Bi,e pxqqiPN;ePE .

Let q be the iteration in the forward path, where some player moves a
q,´k
q,`k
`
packet from e`
q to eq`1 . We define values Fi,e pxq and Fi,min pxq as follows:
$
&µ´k pxq ´ k2 a ,
if e “ e`
i,e
q,
i,e
Fq,´k
pxq
“
(3.13)
i,e
% ´k
µi,e pxq,
otherwise.
$
&µ`k pxq ´ k2 a f , if e` “ arg min µ`k pxq,
i,eq
q
i,e
i,min
Fq,`k
pxq
“
(3.14)
i,min
% `k
µi,min pxq,
otherwise.
q,`
Again, as k is fixed, we write Fq,´
i,e pxq and Fi,min pxq instead. We define:
q,`
q,´
Fq
i pxq “ pFi,min pxq ´ Fi,e pxqqePE ,
q,´
Fq pxq “ pFq,`
i,min pxq ´ Fi,e pxqqiPN;ePE .

In order to show ∆pxq ă lex ∆px 1 q, we first prove that (3.10) is actually
well-defined.
f
Lemma 3.5.3. Let x, xb
q and xq be strategy profiles as described in Restore, then
1
b
1 f
qf f
∆pxq ă lex B px1 q ă lex ¨ ¨ ¨ ă lex Bqb pxb
qb q and F px1 q ă lex ¨ ¨ ¨ ă lex F pxqf q.
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Proof. We first prove that ∆pxq ă lex B1 pxb
1 q. Remember that there exists an
b
i P N such that x1 “ xi:e` Ñe´ . Using Equation (3.11) and (3.12), for all
1
1
players j ‰ i, it holds that:
´k
b
B1,´
j,e px1 q “ µj,e pxq

and

`k
b
B1,`
j,min px1 q “ µj,min pxq.

So, for all players j ‰ i, we have ∆j pxq “ lex B1j pxb
1 q. Hence, it is left to prove
`k b
1
b
that ∆i pxq ă lex Bi px1 q. As arg minePE tµi,e px1 qu ‰ H, at least one of the
` ´
b
following is true: (I) f P arg minePE tµ`k
i,e px1 qu for some f P Ezte1 , e1 u, (II)
`k b
´
`k b
e`
1 P arg minePE tµi,e px1 qu or (III) e1 P arg minePE tµi,e px1 qu. As all three
cases are proven similarly, we only will prove the first case here. Proofs
for the other two cases can be found in Appendix 3.D. For the first case,
` ´
b
assume that f P arg minePE tµ`k
i,e px1 qu for some f P Ezte1 , e1 u. For resource
e`
2 we have:
1,´
b
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e` px1 q
1

“

´k
b
b
µ`k
k2 q
i,min px1 q ´ pµi,e` px1 q ´ ai,e`
1

pby Definition 3.11 and 3.12q

1

´k
b
b
ą µ`k
i,f px1 q ´ µi,e` px1 q

b
pas f “ arg mintµ`k
i,e px1 quq

1

“

`k
µ`k
i,f pxq ´ µi,e` pxq

pas

1

ePE
`k b
µi,f px1 q “ µ`k
i,f pxq

and

µ´k
pxb q “ µ`k
pxqq
i,e` 1
i,e`
1

´k
ą µ`k
i,f pxq ´ µi,e´ pxq
1

ě

1

pas µ`k
pxq ă µ´k
pxqq
i,e`
i,e´
1

´k
µ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,e´ pxq.

1

pby definition of µ`k
i,min pxqq

1

For resource e´
1 we have:
1,´
b
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e´ px1 q
1

“

´k
b
b
2
µ`k
q
i,f px1 q ´ pµi,e´ px1 q ` k ai,e´
1

pby Definition 3.11 and 3.12q

1

´k
2
“ µ`k
i,f pxq ´ pµi,e´ pxq ´ k ai,e´ q
1

1

`k
b
pas µ`k
i,e 1 px1 q “ µi,e 1 pxq and

µ´k
pxb q “ µ´k
pxq ´ 2k2 ai,e´ q
i,e´ 1
i,e´
1

ą

´k
µ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,e´ pxq.

pby definition of

1
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i,min pxqq
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´
For resource e P Eze`
1 , e1 we have:
1,´ b
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e px1 q
´k b
b
“ µ`k
i,e 1 px1 q ´ µi,e px1 q

“

pby Definition 3.11 and 3.12q
`k
b
pas µ`k
i,e 1 px1 q “ µi,e 1 pxq

´k
µ`k
i,e 1 pxq ´ µi,e pxq.

´k
b
and µ´k
i,e px1 q “ µi,e pxqq

b
1 b
Thus when e 1 “ arg minePE tµ`k
i,e px1 qu, we have ∆i pxq ă lex Bi px1 q. Hence,
∆pxq ă lex B1 pxb
1 q.
The argumentation above depends on three crucial factors:

• The fact that xb
1 “ xi:e´ Ñe` .
1

1

`
• Moving a packet from resource e´
1 to e1 is a restricted improving
move for player i, i.e., µ`k
pxq ă µ´k
pxq).
i,e`
i,e´
1

1

1,´
• The relation between µ´k
i,e pxq and Bi,e pxq and the relation between
1,´
µ`k
i,min pxq and Bi,min pxq.
b
q
q`1 pxq. Thus, using similar
Similar relations hold for xb
q , xq`1 , B pxq and B
q`1 pxb
arguments, Bq pxb
q q ă lex B
q`1 q for all q P t1, . . . qb ´ 1u. The same
f
f
q
q`1
holds for xq , xq`1 , F pxq and F
pxq. Hence, Fq pxfq q ă lex Fq`1 pxfq`1 q for
qb b
all q P t1, . . . qf ´ 1u. Thus, ∆pxq ă lex B1 pxb
1 q ă lex ¨ ¨ ¨ ă lex B pxqb q and
1
f
q
f
f
F px1 q ă lex ¨ ¨ ¨ ă lex F pxqf q.


Hence, the backward path and the forward path end after a finite number
of steps. We need two more lemmas to connect vectors ∆pxq, Bq pxq and
Fq pxq.
Definition 3.5.4. Let α P Q and y P Q|I| for a finite set I. We define function
#pα, yq to output the number of times that α occurs in y.
`
´
Lemma 3.5.5. Let x and xb
qb be as in Restore, and assume that e1 ‰ eqb . If
q
b
1
b
∆pxq ă lex B b pxqb q, then ∆pxq ă lex F pxqb q and
qb b
#p∆min pxq, F1 pxb
qb qq ď #p∆min pxq, B pxqb qq.

Proof. If for all i P N and e P E we have:
qb ,´ b
1,`
1,´ b
b
b
b ,`
Bq
i,min pxqb q ´ Bi,e pxqb q ď Fi,min pxqb q ´ Fi,e pxqb q,
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1 b
then ∆pxq ă lex Bqb pxb
qb q ď lex F pxqb q and the lemma follows. Therefore,
assume that for some i P N and e P E we have:
qb ,´ b
1,`
1,´ b
b
b
b ,`
Bq
i,min pxqb q ´ Bi,e pxqb q ą Fi,min pxqb q ´ Fi,e pxqb q.
qb ,´
qb ,`
1,`
Using the definitions of F1,´
i,e pxq, Fi,min pxq, Bi,e pxq and Bi,min pxq we obtain:
$
&Bqb ,´ pxq ´ a k, if e “ e´ ,
i,e
qb
i,e
F1,´
pxq
“
i,e
% qb ,´
Bi,e pxq,
otherwise.
$
&Bqb ,` pxq ´ a k, if e´ “ arg mintµ`k pxqu,
i,e
qb
i,e
i,min
F1,`
pxq
“
i,min
% qb ,`
Bi,min pxq,
otherwise.
`k b
Therefore, e´
qb “ arg min µi,e pxqb q, which implies:
qb ,´ b
b
b ,`
Bq
i,min pxqb q ´ Bi,e pxqb q
1,´ b
ą F1,`
pxb
qb q ´ Fi,e pxqb q
i,e´
qb

`k b
pas e´
qb “ arg min µi,e pxqb qq

´k b
`
´
ě µ`k
pxb
qb q ´ µi,e pxqb q pas eqb ‰ e1 q
i,e´
qb

ě 0.

pas e´
qb is the end of the backward pathq

1 b
Thus, if Bqb pxb
qb q ą lex F pxqb q, it is caused by some positive values in
1 b
Bqb pxb
qb q decreasing to some smaller positive values in F pxqb q. As x is
not an equilibrium, ∆pxq contains a negative value that is increased by the
initial restricted best response. Thus, if ∆pxq ă lex Bqb pxb
qb q, then it holds
that ∆pxq ă lex F1 pxb
q.
Moreover,
as
∆
pxq
ă
0:
min
qb
qb b
#p∆min pxq, F1 pxb
qb qq ď #p∆min pxq, B pxqb qq.


Lemma 3.5.6. Let xfqf be as described in Restore. If ∆pxq ă lex Fqf pxfqf q, then
∆pxq ă lex ∆pxfqf q. Moreover, #p∆min pxq, ∆pxfqf qq ď #p∆min pxq, Fqf pxfqf qq.
Proof. If for all i P N and e P E we have:
qf ,´ f
`k
´k f
f
f
f ,`
Fq
i,min pxqf q ´ Fi,e pxqf q ď µi,min pxqf q ´ µi,e pxqf q,

then ∆pxq ă lex Fqf pxfqf q ď lex ∆pxfqf q and the lemma follows. Therefore,
assume that for some i P N and e P E we have:
qf ,´ f
`k
´k f
f
f
f ,`
Fq
i,min pxqf q ´ Fi,e pxqf q ą µi,min pxqf q ´ µi,e pxqf q.
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`
Definition 3.13 and 3.14 imply that in this case e “ e`
qf . As eqf is the end
´k f
of the backward path, for all i P N we have either (I) e`
qf R arg maxtµi,e pxqf qu
´k
´k f
f
f
1
or (II) µ`k
i,min pxqf q ´ µi,max pxqf q ě 0. We first assume e P arg maxtµi,e pxqf qu:
´k
f
f
µ`k
i,min pxqf q ´ µi,e` pxqf q
qf

ą
ě

`k
f
µi,min
pxfqf q ´ µ´k
i,e 1 pxqf q
qf ,´ f
f
f ,`
Fq
i,min pxqf q ´ Fi,e 1 pxqf q

f
pas eq1 f P arg maxtµ´k
i,e pxqf quq
1
pas e`
qf ‰ e q

pas ∆pxq ă lex Fqf pxfqf qq

ě ∆min pxq.

In the second case, as 0 ą ∆min pxq:
´k
f
f
µ`k
i,min pxqf q ´ µi,e` pxqf q ě 0 ą ∆min pxq.
qf

Thus, if Fqf pxfqf q ą lex ∆pxfqf q, it is caused by some values in Fqf pxfqf q decreasing to some values in ∆pxfqf q that are larger than ∆min pxq. Thus, if
∆pxq ă lex Fqf pxfqf q, then ∆pxq ă lex ∆pxfqf q. Moreover,
#p∆min pxq, ∆pxfqf qq ď #p∆min pxq, Fqf pxfqf qq.

Using Lemma 3.5.3, 3.5.5 and 3.5.6 we prove the following statement.
Lemma 3.5.7. Let x and x 1 be defined as in the while-loop (lines 2-15) of Restore.
Then ∆pxq ă lex ∆px 1 q, and moreover, #p∆min pxq, ∆pxqq ą #p∆min pxq, ∆px 1 qq.
Proof of Lemma 3.5.7. We first prove that ∆pxq ă lex ∆px 1 q. Lemma 3.5.3 implies:
qb b
∆pxq ă lex B1 pxb
1 q ă lex ¨ ¨ ¨ ă lex B pxqb q.
´
qb b
b
If e`
1 “ eqb , Definition (3.11) and (3.12) imply that B pxqb q “ ∆pxqb q.
`
1
´
Hence, ∆pxq ă lex ∆pxb
qb q “ ∆px q. On the other hand, if e1 ‰ eqb , we
q
b
b
combine the fact that ∆pxq ă lex B pxqb q with Lemma 3.5.5 to obtain:
1 f
∆pxq ă lex F1 pxb
qb q “ F px1 q. Lemma 3.5.3 implies:

F1 pxf1 q ď lex ¨ ¨ ¨ ď lex Fqf pxfqf q.
Hence, ∆pxq ă lex Fqf pxfqf q. We use Lemma 3.5.6 to obtain the desired result:
∆pxq ă lex ∆pxfqf q “ lex ∆px 1 q.
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Therefore, if x and x 1 are as defined in the while-loop, then ∆pxq ă lex ∆px 1 q.
For the second part of the lemma, we have:
#p∆min pxq, ∆pxqq
ą #p∆min pxq, B1 pxb
1 qq
ě
“
ě
ě

qb

#p∆min pxq, B pxb
qb qq
1 f
#p∆min pxq, F px1 qq
#p∆min pxq, Fqf pxfqf qq
#p∆min pxq, ∆px 1 qq.

´k
pas mintµ`k
j,min pxq ´ µj,max u “ ∆min pxqq

pas

iPN
B1 pxb
1q

ă lex Bqb pxb
qb qq

f
pby Lemma 3.5.5 and as xb
qb “ x1 q

pas F1 pxf1 q ă lex Fqf pxfqf qq
pby Lemma 3.5.6 and as xfqf “ x 1 q

qb b
1
1
b
1
f
If x 1 “ xb
qb , then B pxqb q “ ∆px q. Thus, both when x “ xqb and x “ xqf :

#p∆min pxq, ∆pxqq ą #p∆min pxq, ∆px 1 qq.

As ∆pxq lexicographically increases after each loop and the strategy space
S is finite, Restore terminates.
3.5.2 Correctness PacketHalver
It is left to prove that PacketHalver returns an equilibrium for game
Gk0 ppdi qiPN .
Theorem 3.5.8. Given a k0 -integral splittable singleton game with affine playerspecific cost functions Gk0 :“ pN, E, pdi qiPN , ppci,e qePE qiPN q, PacketHalver
returns an equilibrium for Gk0 .
Proof. Strategy profile x 1 is initialized as the all-zero strategy profile, which
obviously is an equilibrium for the game G2q1 k0 p~0q. Assume that in iteration
q we enter the for-loop in PacketHalver with an equilibrium x for game
G2q1 ´q`1 k0 with demands di1 “ di ´ pdi mod 2q1 ´q`1 k0 q. First algorithm
Restore computes an equilibrium for packet size 2q1 ´q k0 and demands
di1 “ di ´ pdi mod 2q1 ´q k0 q. In lines 5-10 of PacketHalver we check for
each player i P N if her unscheduled load satisfies di ´ di1 ě 2q1 ´q k0 . If
so, we schedule one extra packet for player i using subroutine Add. Thus,
after the q’th iteration in the for-loop, we obtain an equilibrium for packet
size 2q1 ´q k0 and demands di1 “ di ´ pdi mod 2q1 ´q k0 q. Hence, after the
q1 ’th iteration we obtain an equilibrium for packet size 20 k0 “ k0 and
demands di1 “ di ´ pdi mod k0 q “ di , which is an equilibrium for game
Gk0 ppdi qiPN q.
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3.6

running time

We prove that the running time of PacketHalver is polynomially bounded
in n, m, log k and log δ, where δ is the upper bound on player-specific
demands di . For this, we first need to analyze the running time of the two
subroutines Add and Restore.
3.6.1 Running Time Add
In [32, Corollary 5.2] Harks et al. proved that it takes time nmpδ{kq2 to
execute Add. If their algorithm is applied to games with singleton strategy
spaces and player-specific affine cost functions, the running time reduces
to Opnm4 q. The main reason for this is that equilibria are not very sensitive
under small changes in demands.
Lemma 3.6.1. Let xk be an equilibrium for game Gk ppdi qiPN q and let xq be the
strategy profile after the q’th iteration of the while-loop described in lines 4-7 of
Add. Then |pxk qi,e ´ pxq qi,e | ă 2mk for all i P N and e P E.
Proof. On the contrary, assume that q is the first iteration in which we
obtain |pxq qi,e ´ pxk qi,e | “ 2mk for some i P N and e P E. There are two
cases: either (I)pxq qi,e ´ pxk qi,e “ 2mk or (II)pxk qi,e ´ pxq qi,e “ 2mk. We
prove that the first case leads to a contradiction. For the second case a
contradiction can be obtained in a similar manner.
Harks, Peis and Klimm [36] proved that only the players using a resource
whose load increased in the previous iteration may have an improving
move, and if so, a best response consists in moving one packet from this
resource to another one. This implies that pxk qe ď pxq qe ď pxk qe ` k for all
e P E. Thus, when assuming pxq qi,e “ pxk qi,e ` 2mk, we obtain:
pxq qe ` pxq qi,e ě pxk qe ` pxk qi,e ` 2mk.

(3.15)

Remember that the total load distributed in xq by player i exceeds the total
ř
ř
load distributed in xk by at most k, hence, fPE pxq qi,e ď k ` fPE pxk qi,e .
We obtain:
ÿ
ÿ
ÿ
pxq qi,e ď
pxk qi,e ` p1 ´ 2mqk ă
pxk qi,e ´ 2pm ´ 1qk.
f‰e

f‰e

f‰e
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The pigeonhole principle implies that there exists a resource f P E such that
pxq qi,f ă pxk qi,f ´ 2k, and hence, pxq qi,f ď pxk qi,f ´ 3k. Combined with
inequality pxk qf ď pxq qf ď pxk qf ` k, this implies:
pxq qi,f ` pxq qf ď pxk qi,f ` pxk qf ´ 2k.

(3.16)

As q is the first iteration in which pxq qi,e ´ pxk qi,e “ 2mk, we have that
xq “ pxq´1 qi:e 1 Ñe for some e 1 P E. Using inequalities (3.15), (3.16), m ą 1
and the fact that xk is an equilibrium for packet size k, we obtain:
`k
´k
`k
µ´k
i,e pxq q ą µi,e pxk q ě µi,f pxk q ě µi,f pxq q.

This, combined with the fact that pxq qi,e ą pxk qi,e ě 0, implies player i
can decrease her cost by moving a packet from e to f. This contradicts the
fact that in strategy profile xq´1 moving a packet to e is a restricted best
response for player i.

Lemma 3.6.2. Algorithm Add has running time Opnm4 q.
Proof. We use the same proof strategy as used in [36, Proof of Theorem 5.1],
and give each unit of demand of each player i P N an identity denoted by
ij , for j P t1, . . . di u. For a strategy profile x, we define epij , xq P E to be
the resource to which unit ij is assigned in strategy profile x. Let xq be the
strategy profile after line 5 of the algorithm has been executed for the q’th
time, where we use the convention that x0 denotes the preliminary strategy
profile when entering the while-loop. Note that there is a unique resource
e0 such that px0 qe0 “ xe0 ` k and px0 qe “ xe for all e P Ezte0 u. Furthermore,
because we choose in Line 5 a restricted best response, a simple inductive
argument shows that after each iteration q of the while-loop, there is a
unique resource eq P E such that px0 qeq “ xeq ` k and px0 qe “ xe for all
e P Ezteq u.
For any xq during the course of the algorithm, we define the marginal
cost ∆ij pxq q of packet ij under profile xq as:
ci,e ppxq qe qpxq qi,e ´ ci,e ppxq qe ´ kqppxq qi,e ´ kq “ µ´k
i,e pxq q,
if e “ epij , xq q “ eq , and as:
ci,e ppxq qe ` kqpxq qi,e ´ ci,e ppxq qe qppxq qi,e ´ kq,
if e “ epij , xq q ‰ eq .
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In [36, Proof of Theorem 5.1], Harks, Klimm and Peis prove that the
sorted vector of marginal costs ∆ij pxq lexicographically decreases during
the while loop, and hence Algorithm Add ends within finite time. It is left
to prove that its running time is polynomial.
In order to do so, we assume that players move packets according to a
Last In First Out (LIFO) principle. Thus, whenever player i moves a packet
away from eq , she moves the packet that was placed on this resource last.
We keep track of costs ∆ij , at the moment that packet ij is moved. Assume
that packet ij is moved in iterations q1 , . . . qpij , then:
∆ij pxq1 q
“ µ´k
i,eq pxq1 q

pby definition of ∆ij and epij , xq1 q “ eq1 q

ą µ`k
i,eq

pxq1 q

pas moving ij is an improving move for i q

“ µ´k
i,eq

pxq1 `1 q

pby construction of xq1 `1 q

1

1 `1
1 `1

“ µ´k
i,eq pxq2 q

pas eq2 “ eq1 `1 and pxq2 qi,eq2 “ pxq1 `1 qi,e q

“ ∆ij pxq2 q.

pby definition of ∆ij and epij , xq2 q “ eq2 q

2

q2

Using similar argumentation, we obtain:
∆ij pxq1 q ą ∆ij pxq2 q ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ∆ij pxqpi q.
j

Note that in iterations q1 , . . . qpij , ∆ij pxq` q does not depend on the aggregated load pxq` qeq` , as pxq` qeq` “ px0 qeq` ` k for each ` P t1, . . . , pij u.
Instead it only depends on the player-specific load pxq` qi,eq` . Lemma 3.6.1
implies that each player i P N will move at most 2m packets from each resource and hence there will occur at most 4m different values of pxq` qi,eq` .
Thus, ∆ij pxq` q can take 4m different values and each packet visits each
resource at most 4m times.
Hence, each player i moves at most 2m2 packets, and each packet visits
each resource (m resources) at most 4m times. Therefore the running time
of Add is bounded by Opnm4 q.

3.6.2 Running Time Restore
We analyze the running time of Restore. The crucial idea is that for each
strategy profile y (for a game with packet size k) obtained during the ex61
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ecution of Restore, we have both |pye ´ px2k qe | ď 2mk (Lemma 3.6.3 and
Lemma 3.6.4) and |yi,e ´ px2k qi,e | ă 2m2 k (Lemma 3.6.5) for all i P N and
e P E.
The first lemma follows trivially from the fact that Hpx, xb
q1 q P t0, 2ku and
Hpx, xfq2 q P t0, 2ku.
f
Lemma 3.6.3. Let x2k be an equilibrium for game G2k and let x, xb
q1 and xq2
be as described in Restore for q1 P t1, . . . , qb u and q2 P t1, . . . , qf u. If for all
e P E |xe ´ px2k qe | ă 2mk, then for all e P E |pxb
q1 qe ´ px2k qe | ď 2mk and
f
|pxq2 qe ´ px2k qe | ď 2mk.

Lemma 3.6.3 is only useful when |xe1 ´ px2k qe | ă 2mk for all x 1 obtained
through the while loop. Thus, for x 1 we prove a slightly stronger result.
Lemma 3.6.4. Let x2k be an equilibrium for game G2k and let x and x 1 be as
described in Restore. If |xe ´ px2k qe | ă 2mk for all e P E, then for all e P E
|xe1 ´ px2k qe | ă 2mk.
Proof. If xe1 “ px2k qe for all e P E the lemma follows trivially. Thus, assume
that there exists an e such xe1 ‰ px2k qe . By construction of x 1 , we have
`
xe1 ´ “ xe´
´ k, xe1 ` “ xe`
` k and xe1 “ px2k qe for all e P Ezte´
qb , eqf u.
q
q
qb

b

qf

f

Thus, we only need to check that:
1. xe1 ´ ą px2k qe´
´ 2mk.
q
qb

b

2. xe1 ` ă px2k qe`
` 2mk.
q
qf

f

For the first case we note that xe1 ´ “ pxb
. Then, Algorithm 3 implies
qb qe´
q
qb

b

pxb
ą px2k qe´
´ 2mk. Hence xe1 ´ ą px2k qe´
´ 2mk. For the secqb qe´
q
q
q
b

qb

b

b

ond case xe1 ´ “ pxfqf qe`
. Algorithm 6 implies pxfqf qe`
ă px2k qe`
` 2mk.
q
q
q
qb

f

f

f

Hence, xe1 ` ă px2k qe`
` 2mk. Thus, if |xe1 ´ px2k qe | ă 2mk for all e P E,
q
qf

f

then |xe1 ´ px2k qe | ă 2mk.



Moreover, the difference in player-specific load on a resource between
any strategy obtained during Restore and equilibrium x2k is bounded by
2m2 k.
f
Lemma 3.6.5. Let x2k be an equilibrium for game G2k and let x, xb
q and xq be
as described in Restore. If |xe ´ px2k qe | ă 2mk and |xi,e ´ px2k qi,e | ă 2m2 k
2
for all i P N and e P E, then |pxb
q qi,e ´ px2k qi,e | ă 2m k for all i P N, e P E
and q P t1, . . . , qb u, and |pxfq qi,e ´ px2k qi,e | ă 2m2 k for all i P N, e P E and
q P t1, . . . , qf u.
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Proof. As the proofs for both statements are almost identical, we only prove
the first statement here, which we do by using induction on q. We define
`
b
e´
0 :“ e1 and x0 :“ x, then this statement is trivially true for q “ 0.
2
Thus, assume that |pxb
q qi,e ´ px2k qi,e | ă 2m k for all e P E, then we
b
2
prove that |pxq`1 qi,e ´ px2k qi,e | ă 2m k for each i P N and e P E. On
the contrary, assume that there exists an i P N and an e P E such that
2
|pxb
q`1 qi,e ´ px2k qi,e | “ 2m k. There are two cases that we need to check: (a)
px2k qi,e´ ´ pxb
“ 2m2 k and (b) pxb
´ px2k qi,e´
“ 2m2 k.
q`1 qi,e´
q`1 qi,e´
q
q
q`1
q`1
We first show that case (a) leads to a contradiction. Property B2 and line
´k b
7 in Algorithm 3 imply that e´
q`1 P arg maxtµi,e pxq qu for all q P t0, . . . qb ´
1u. We use Lemma 3.6.3 to obtain:
pxb
q`1 qe´

q`1

` pxb
q`1 qi,e´

q`1

ď px2k qe´

q`1

` px2k qi,e´

q`1

´ 2mpm ´ 1qk. (3.17)

As the total load distributed by player i is the same in xb
q`1 and x2k , and
so is the total load in the system, we obtain:
ÿ
ÿ
b
ppxb
ppx2k qe ` px2k qi,e q ` 2mpm ´ 1qk.
q`1 qe ` pxq`1 qi,e q ě
e‰e´
q`1

e‰e´
q`1

By the pigeonhole principle, there must exist at least one resource f P E
such that:
b
pxb
q`1 qf ` pxq`1 qi,f ě px2k qf ` px2k qi,f ` 2mk.

(3.18)

b
b
Note that pxb
q`1 qi,f ą 0, as pxq`1 qi,f “ 0 implies pxq`1 qf ą px2k qf ` 2mk,
b
which contradicts the fact that |px2k qf ´ pxq`1 qf | ď 2mk. We obtain:

µ´k
pxb
qq
i,e´
q`1

“ µ`k
pxb
q`1 q
i,e´
q`1

b
pas pxb
q`1 q “ pxq qe´

´
q`1 Ñeq

q

1
px2k q
ă µ´2k
´
2 i,eq`1
1
ď µ`2k
px2k q
2 i,f
b
ă µ´k
i,f pxq`1 q

pas m ě 2, this follows from equation (3.18)q

b
ď µ´k
i,f pxq q.

pas f ‰ e´
q`1 q

pas m ě 2, this follows from equation (3.17)q
pas x2k is an equilibrium for G2k q

´k b
This contradicts the fact that e´
q`1 “ arg maxtµi,e pxq qu.
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2
For the second case we prove that pxb
q`1 qi,e ´ px2k qi,e “ 2m k leads to
a contradiction. Note that property B1 implies that xb
q`1 is not obtained
b
from xq through lines 3-5 (of Restore), but in lines 6-10 instead. Hence,
`k b
e´
q “ arg mintµi,e pxq qu. Using similar argumentation as in the first case, we
`k b
`k
b
are able to show that there exists an f P Ezte´
q u with µi,f pxq q ă µi,e´ pxq q,
q

`k b
contradicting the fact that e´
q “ arg mintµi,e pxq qu.



The bounds on the total and player-specific load enable us to prove that
Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 6 run in polynomial time.
Lemma 3.6.6. Let x2k be an equilibrium for packet size 2k. And let x be a strategy profile for packet size k such that |px2k qe ´ xe | ă mk for all e P E. Then
Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 6 both have running time Opnm6 q.
Proof. Similar as algorithm Add, we again work with a sequence of restricted best responses. As mentioned before, in [36, Proof of Theorem 5.1],
Harks, Klimm and Peis prove that the sorted vector of marginal costs as
defined in Lemma 3.6.2 lexicographically decreases during the while loop
of improving moves.
Lemma 3.6.3, 3.6.4 and 3.6.5 imply that for each player i P N and each
resource e P E, at most 4m2 different marginal cost values ∆ij can occur
whenever a packet ij is moved within a path of restricted best responses. Using the same argumentation as in Lemma 3.6.2, this implies that each unit
of demand for player i (m ¨ 2m2 units) visits each resource (m resources)
at most 4m2 times. Therefore the running time of both Algorithm 3 and
Algorithm 3.5.6 is bounded by Opnm6 q.

We combine all previous results to prove Lemma 3.6.7.
Lemma 3.6.7. Restore has running time Opn2 m14 q.
Proof. The running time of Restore is dominated by the number of times
we enter the while-loop, and the running time of Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 6. Using Lemma 3.6.6 we know that in each iteration, the running
time of Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 6 is Opnm6 q. Hence, the running time
of a complete iteration is Opnm6 q.
Note that Lemma 3.6.3 and Lemma 3.6.5 imply that on each resource
4
e P E at most Opm3 q different values µ´k
i,e p¨q can occur and Opm q differ7
ent values µ`k
i,min p¨q. Thus, for each player at most Opm q different values
´k
8
µ`k
i,min p¨q ´ µi,e p¨q can appear on a resource, thus Opnm q different values
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in total. In Lemma 3.5.7 we prove that #p∆min pxq, ∆pxqq decreases after each
iteration in the while-loop, Hence we enter the while-loop at most Opnm8 q
times.
As we enter the while-loop at most Opnm8 q times, and each iteration
runs in Opnm6 q, PacketHalver runs in Opn2 m14 q.

3.6.3 Running Time PacketHalver
Finally, we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6.8. PacketHalver runs in time Opn2 m14 logpδ{k0 qq.
Proof. Note that we picked q1 P N to be the smallest number such that
2q1 k0 ą di for all player-specific demands di . This implies that q1 is
bounded in Oplogpδ{k0 qq, where δ is an upper bound on the player-specific
demands. Thus, we execute lines 3-10 Oplogpδ{k0 qq times. In line 4 we call
Restore, which runs in Opn2 m14 q. In line 5 ´ 9 we execute Add (which
runs in Opnm6 q) at most n times. Thus, the computation time of lines
5 ´ 10 is Opn2 m6 q. This implies that it takes time Opn2 m14 q to go through
a complete iteration in the for loop. Thus, PacketHalver runs in time
Opn2 m14 logpδ{k0 qq.

It is left to show that in an atomic splittable game G, logp1{k0 q is polynomially bounded in the input.
ˆ
ˆ ˙˙
1
O log
k0
˜
˜
¸¸
2m2 p2amax qnm pnmqnm{2
“ O log
anm
gcd
˜
˜
¸¸
1
“ O log m ` log pdetpAqq ` log
anm
gcd
˜
˜
?
“ O log m ` logpp2amax nmqnm q ` log

¸¸
ź

di ¨ ai,e ¨ bi,e

iPN,ePEi

˜
“ O nm logpnmamax q `

ÿ

`

¸
˘
logpdi q ` logpai,e q ` logpbi,e q .

iPN,ePEi

Which is indeed polynomial in the size of the input. Remember that if we
are computing an atomic splittable equilibrium, we first compute the k0
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splittable equilibrium using the algorithm above. Second, we compute the
exact equilibrium in time Oppnmq3 q.
Corollary 3.6.9. Given game G, we can compute an atomic splittable equilibrium
for G in running time:
ˆ
ˆ ˙˙
δ
3
2 14
O pnmq ` n m log
.
k0
3.7

multimarket cournot oligopoly

In this section, we derive a strong connection between atomic splittable
singleton congestion games and multimarket Cournot oligopolies (defined
in Section 1.2.3). Recall that such a game is compactly represented by the
tuple
M “ pN, E, pEi qiPN , ppi,e qiPN,ePEi , pCi qiPN q,
where N is a set of n firms and E a set of m markets. Each firm i only
has access to a subset Ei Ď E of the markets. Each market e is endowed
with firm-specific, decreasing, affine price functions, pi,e ptq “ si,e ´ ri,e t,
where i P N. In a strategy profile, a firm chooses a non-negative production
quantity xi,e P Rě0 for each market e P Ei . We denote a strategy profile for
a firm by xi “ pxi,e qePEi , and a joint strategy profile by x “ pxi qiPN . The
production costs of a firm are of the form Ci ptq “ ci t2 for some ci ě 0. The
goal of each firm i P N is to maximize its utility, which is given by:
´ ÿ
¯
ÿ
ui pxq “
pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ Ci
xi,e ,
ePEi

ePEi

ř

where xe :“ iPN xi,e . In the rest of this section we prove that several
results that hold for atomic splittable equilibria and k-splittable equilibria
carry over to multimarket oligopolies.
A strategic game G “ pN, pXqiPN , pui qi P Nq is defined by a set of players
N, a set of feasible strategies Xi for each player i P N and a pay-off function
Ś
ui pxq for each i P N, where x P iPN Xi .
Definition 3.7.1. Let G “ pN, pXi qiPN , pui qiPN q and H “ pN, pYi qiPN , pvi qiPN q
be two strategic games with identical player set N. Then, G and H are called
isomorphic, if for all i P N there exists a bijective function φi : Xi Ñ Yi and
Ai P R such that:
ui px1 , . . . xn q “ νi pφ1 px1 q, . . . , φn pxn qq ` Ai .
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Let G “ pN, pXi qiPN , pui qi P Nq and H “ pN, pYi qiPN , pvi qi P Nq be isomorphic games. Then, pxi qiPN is an equilibrium of game G if and only if
pφi pxi qqiPN is an equilibrium of game H. This implies that pxi qiPN is the
unique equilibrium of game G if and only if pφi pxi qqiPN is the unique equilibrium of game H.
We prove that for each multimarket oligopoly, there exists an isomorphic
atomic splittable game. Moreover, we can construct the isomorphism in
polynomial time.
Theorem 3.7.2. Given a multimarket oligopoly M, there exists an atomic splittable
game G that is isomorphic to M.
Proof. Given multimarket oligopoly M, we construct an atomic splittable
singleton game G as follows. For every firm i P N we create a player i and
we define the demand di for this player as an upper bound on the maximal
quantity that firm i will produce, that is,
ÿ
di :“
maxtt | pi,e ptq “ 0u.
ePEi

Note that if we limit the strategy space for each player i P N in game M
ř
to strategies x satisfying ePEi xi,e ď di , all equilibria are preserved. Then,
for every player i we introduce a special resource ei , and we define the set
of allowable resources for this player as:
Ẽi “ Ei Y tei u with ei ‰ ej for i ‰ j.
The cost on these special resources ei are defined as:
ci,ei ptq :“ ci pt ´ 2di q for all i P N.
The cost on resources e P Ei are defined as:
ci,e ptq :“ ´pi,e ptq “ ri,e t ´ si,e for all i P N.
In order to guarantee affine cost functions with only non-negative constant terms, one can add a large positive constant cmax to every cost function. We define:
cmax “ max ttsi,e | for all i P N, e P Ei u Y t2ci di | for all i P Nuu .
Note that adding cmax to every cost function does not change the equilibrium, it only adds di cmax to the total cost of each player. The total cost of a
strategy x for player i in game G is:
ÿ
1
πi px 1 q “
ci,e pxe1 qxi,e
,
ePẼi
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which is equal to:
ÿ
1
1
1
πi px 1 q “
´pi,e pxe1 qxi,e
` xi,e
c pxi,e
´ 2di q.
i i
i

(3.19)

ePEi

Note that the payoff function of player i in x 1 is vi px 1 q “ ´πi px 1 q. It is left
to prove that game G is isomorphic to game M. Let x be a feasible strategy
in game M. For each i P N, we define the bijective function φi : Ei Ñ Ẽ as:
ÿ
1
1
1
φi pxi,1 , . . . , xi,m q “ pxi,1 , . . . , xi,m , di ´
xi,e q “: pxi,1
, . . . , xi,m
, xi,m`1
q.
ePEi

As we limited the strategy space for each player i P N in game M to strateř
gies x where ePEi xi,e ď di , x 1 :“ φpxq is a feasible strategy in G. For each
feasible strategy x for game M, and for each i P N, we have:
´ ÿ
¯
ÿ
ui pxq “
pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ Ci
xi,e
ePEi

ÿ
“

ePEi

pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ ci

ePEi

ÿ
“

¯2

´ ÿ

xi,e

ePEi

´
¯´
¯
ÿ
ÿ
pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ ci di ´
xi,e ´ di ´
xi,e ´ ci d2i

ePEi

ÿ
“

ePEi

´
pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ ci di ´

ePEi

“
“

ÿ

ePEi

¯´
xi,e

ePEi

di ´

ÿ

¯
xi,e ´ 2di ´ ci d2i

ePEi

´πi pφ1 px1 q, . . . , φ1 pxn qq ´ ci d2i
vi pφ1 px1 q, . . . , φ1 pxn qq ´ ci d2i .

Thus, game M and G are isomorphic.



Remark 3.7.3. Given a multimarket oligopoly M, one can construct an atomic
splittable singleton game isomorphic to M within running time Opnmq.
One of the main results of this paper is our polynomial time algorithm
that finds the unique equilibrium for atomic splittable singleton congestion
games with linear cost functions within polynomial time. As for each multimarket oligopoly there exists an atomic splittable game isomorphic to it,
we are also able to construct this unique equilibrium within polynomial
time.
Theorem 3.7.4. Given a multimarket oligopoly M, an equilibrium can be computed within running time:
ˆ
ˆ ˙˙
δ
16 14
O n m log
.
k0
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Proof. This theorem follows directly from the fact that we can construct an
atomic splittable singleton game G isomorphic to M (Theorem 4.4.1) and the
fact that x “ pxi qiPN is an equilibrium in G if and only if x “ pφi pxi qqiPN
is an equilibrium in M. Note that if in M, firms compete over m markets,
the isomorphic atomic splittable singleton game G has m ` n resources. For
such a game, Corollary 3.6.9 implies that an equilibrium can be found in
ˆ
ˆ ˙˙
ˆ
ˆ ˙˙
δ
δ
O n3 pm ` nq3 ` n2 pm ` nq14 log
“ O n16 m14 log
.
k0
k0

In an integral multimarket oligopoly players sell indivisible goods. Thus,
players can only produce and sell integer quantities, i.e., xi,e P Ně0 for
each i P N and e P Ei . For these games, we can construct an isomorphic
1-splittable congestion game.
Theorem 3.7.5. Given an integral multimarket oligopoly M, we can construct an
1-splittable congestion game G isomorphic to M within running time Opnmq.
Proof. We define
di :“

ÿ

tmaxtt | pi,e ptq “ 0uu.

ePEi

Then, the theorem follows using the same construction as in Theorem 4.4.1.

Corollary 3.7.6. Given an integral multimarket oligopoly M, an integral equilibrium can be computed within
ˆ
ˆ ˙˙
δ
16 14
O n m log
.
k0
Proof. Theorem 3.7.5 implies that we can construct an atomic splittable singleton game G isomorphic to M. Note that if in M, n firms compete over
m markets, the isomorphic atomic splittable singleton game has m ` n
resources. For such a game, Theorem 3.6.8 implies the desired running
time.

Lastly, we extend a very recent result by Todd [69], where the total and
individual production in one market in an integer equilibrium and a real
equilibrium are compared.
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Theorem 3.7.7. Given an multimarket oligopoly M, with real equilibrium pxi qiPN .
Then, for any integer equilibrium pyi qiPN :
• |xe ´ ye | ď m ` n.
• |xi,e ´ yi,e | ď pm ` nq2 .
Proof. Assume that in game M, n firms compete over m markets. According
to Theorem 4.4.1, there exists an atomic splittable congestion game G on
m ` k resources that is isomorphic to M using bijection φ.
Let x “ pxi qiPN be an atomic splittable equilibrium of M and y “ pyi qiPN
a 1-splittable equilibrium of M. Then x 1 :“ pφi pxi qqiPN is an atomic splittable equilibrium of G and y 1 :“ pφi pyi qqiPN is a 1-splittable equilibrium
of G. According to Lemma 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 we know that for any real equilibrium x 1 and 1-splittable equilibrium y 1 it holds that |xe1 ´ ye1 | ă pm ` nq
1 ´ y 1 | ă pm ` nq2 | for all i P N and e P E . Then, using the
and |xi,e
i
i,e
bijection φ described in (4.9), we obtain that |xe ´ ye | ă pm ` nq and
|xi,e ´ yi,e | ă pm ` nq2 .

Todd [69] showed that the total production in a 1-splittable equilibrium
is in the worst-case at most n{2 away from that in the real equilibrium,
and the individual firm’s choice can be more that pn ´ 1q{4 away from her
choice in the real equilibrium. Our bounds a larger than Todd’s, yet, they
hold for a more general model – multiple markets and firm-specific price
functions. We pose as an open question, whether or not our bounds are
tight or can be further improved.
3.8

concluding remarks

In this chapter we studied atomic splittable singleton congestion games
with player-specific affine cost functions and developed the first polynomial
time algorithm computing the unique pure Nash equilibrium. In order to
do so, we first developed an algorithm that computes a Nash equilibrium
for an associated k-integral splittable congestion game within polynomial
time. Then, we showed that we can bound the differences between the
atomic splittable equilibrium and an k-integral splittable equilibrium in
terms of the number of resources and packet size k. We found a k such that
the support set of the k-splittable equilibrium would allow us to compute
the support set for the atomic splittable equilibrium. Once this support
set is known, the atomic splittable equilibrium could be found easily by
solving a set of linear equations.
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Then, we then developed a polynomial time computable transformation mapping a multimarket Cournot competition game with firm-specific
affine price functions and quadratic costs to an associated atomic splittable congestion game with affine cost functions. As this transformation
preserves equilibria, our previous algorithm also computes Cournot equilibria in this setting within polynomial time. Lastly, our analysis for integrally splittable games lead to new bounds on the differences between real
and integer Cournot equilibria and, hence, generalize the bounds for single
markets obtained by Todd [69].
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appendix 3.a

atomic splittable congestion games as lcp

Assume we are given an atomic splittable congestion game G as defined
in Section 3.2.1. Given M, q as below, any solution for the linear complementarity problem LCPpM, qq leads to an equilibrium in atomic splittable
congestion game G. Here, M is an npm ` 1q ˆ npm ` 1q matrix given by:
»

2A1

—
— A2
—
—
M :“ — ...
—
—
– AN
H1

A1

fi

...

A1

´V1

2A2 . . .
..
..
.
.

A2
..
.

´V2
..
.

AN

. . . 2AN ´VN

H2

...

where for all i P N we define Ai , Hi and
is defined as:
»
a
0
— i,1
— 0 a
i,2
—
Ai :“ — .
..
— ..
.
–
0

0

HM

ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi ,
ffi
ffi
fl

0

Vi to be m ˆ n matrices. Here Ai
fi
...
0
ffi
...
0 ffi
ffi
,
.. ffi
..
.
. ffi
fl
. . . ai,n

Matrix Vi contains ones in column i and zero’s in all other colums:
$
&1 when p “ i
pVi qp,q :“
%
0 otherwise.
Matrix Hi contains ones in row i and zero’s in all other colums:
$
&1 when q “ i
pHi qp,q :“
%
0 otherwise.
We define q as:
ı
”
qT :“ b1,1 . . . b1,m . . . bn,1 . . . bn,m ´d1 . . . ´dn .
We denote any solution z that is a solution to LCPpM, qq as:
”
ı
zT :“ x1,1 . . . x1,m . . . xn,1 . . . xn,m λ1 . . . λn .
The first mn equations in Mz ` q model exactly the optimality conditions, and the last n inequalities model the demand constraints. Then,
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pxi,e qiPN,ePE forms an atomic splittable equilibrium for game G, and pλi qiPN
are the KKT multipliers. In any solution to this LCP, λi will be the marginal
cost for player i on all resources for which xi,e ą 0.
Note that when the cost functions are player independent, matrix M
is positive definite, any algorithm that can solve quadratic programs, e.g.
Lemke’s algorithm, can be used to find a solution to the LCP within polynomial time
appendix 3.b

forward path of restricted best responses

Algorithm 6: FPpx2k , xf1 , e`
1 , Gk q : A forward path of restricted best responses.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Input: equilibrium x2k for game G2k , strategy profile xf1 for game Gk , a
resource e`
1 and game Gk .
Output: Strategy profile xfqf for game Gk and resource e`
q.
Initialize q Ð 1;
repeat
if pxfq qe`
ě px2k qe`
` 2mk then
q
q
Find player i and resource e`
q`1 satisfying properties:
b
F1. pxq qi,e`
ą px2k qi,e`
;
q
q
`k f
F2. e`
q`1 P arg mintµi,e pxq qu ;
F3. µ´k
pxf q ą µ`k
pxfq q ;
i,e` q
i,e`
q

8

q`1

xfq`1 Ð pxfq qi:e`
;
`
q Ñe
q`1

9
10
11

12
13

q Ð q ` 1;
end
´k f
while Di P N with e`
q “ arg maxePE tµi,e pxq qu and
´k
f
f
µ`k
i,min pxq q ă µi,max pxq q do
`k f
Choose e`
q`1 P arg mintµi,e pxq qu;
xfq`1 Ð pxfq qe`
;
`
q Ñe
q`1

16

q Ð q ` 1;
end
until pxfq qe`
ă px2k qe`
` 2mk;
q
q

17

return pxfq , e`
qq

14
15
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appendix 3.c

full proof of lemma 3.5.1

Full proof of Lemma 3.5.1.
´
Full proof of Lemma 3.5.1. We introduce two player sets N`
e , Ne for every
resource e P E, where:
b
´
b
N`
e “ ti P N|px2k qi,e ą pxq qi,e u and Ne “ ti P N|px2k qi,e ă pxq qi,e u.

Note that for every i P N`
e we have:
pxb
` pxb
ă px2k qe´
` px2k qi,e´
´ 2mk.
q qe´
q qi,e´
q
q
q
q

(3.20)

Using the player sets, we obtain:
ÿ
ÿ
b
ppx2k qi,e´
´
px
q
q
`
ppx2k qi,e´
´ pxb
q
´
q i,eq
q qi,e´
q
q
q
iPN`´

iPN´´

eq

eq

“ px2k qe´
q

´ pxb
q qe´
q

ě 2mk.
As

ř

iPN´´ ppx2k qi,e´
q
eq

ÿ

´ pxb
q ď 0, we have:
q qi,e´
q

ppx2k qi,e´
´ pxb
q ě 2mk.
q qi,e´
q
q

iPN`´
eq

The total load distributed by a player does not change, therefore:
ÿ ÿ
ppx2k qi,f ´ pxb
q qi,f q ď ´2mk.
`
f‰e´
q iPN ´
eq

`
`
´
For every resource f P Ezte´
q u we split Ne´ in two parts: Ne´ X Nf and
q

q

N`
X N`
f:
e´
q

ÿ

ÿ

f‰e´
q

iPN`´ XN´
f
eq

ÿ

ppx2k qi,f ´ pxb
q qi,f q `

ppx2k qi,f ´ pxb
q qi,f q ď ´2mk.

iPN`´ XN`
f
eq

Using the definition of N`
f , we obtain:
ÿ
ÿ
ppx2k qi,f ´ pxb
q qi,f q ď ´2mk.
`
´
f‰e´
q iPN ´ XNf
eq
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ř
As px2k qe´
´ pxb
ě 2mk, we have f‰e´
ppx2k qf ´ pxb
q qe´
q qf q ď ´2mk.
q
q
q
Therefore:
ÿ
ÿ
`
´
ppx2k qf ´ pxb
q qf q ď ´|Ne´ X Nf |2mk.
q

`
´
f‰e´
q iPN ´ XNf
eq

We add this to equation (3.21) to obtain the following:
ÿ
ÿ
b
ppx2k qf ´ pxb
q qf q ` ppx2k qi,f ´ pxq qi,f q
`
´
f‰e´
q iPN ´ XNf
eq

ď ´p|N`
X N´
f | ` 1q2mk.
e´
q

By using the pigeonhole principle on the number of resources f P Ezte´
q u,
there exists an f P Ezte´
u
such
that:
q
ÿ

ppx2k qf ´ pxb
q ă ´p|N`
X N´
q qf q ` ppx2k qi,f´pxb
f | ` 1q2k.
q qi,f
e´
q

iPN`´ XN´
f
eq

Using the pigeonhole principle again on the number of players in N`
X
e´
q

`
´
N´
f , there exists an i P Ne´ X Nf such that
q

b
ppx2k qf ´ pxb
q qf q ` ppx2k qi,f ´ pxq qi,f q ď ´3k.

(3.22)

We combine Equation (3.20), Equation (3.22) and the fact that x is an equilibrium for packet size k to obtain:
1 ´2k
1
b
px2k q ď µ`2k
px2k q ď µ´k
µ`k
pxb
q q ă µi,e´
i,f pxq q.
i,e´
q
q
2
2 i,f

(3.23)

´k b
Define e´
q`1 “ arg maxePE tµi,e pxq qu, then we have found a player i and
`
a resource e´
q`1 for which B1 holds as i P Ne´ , B2 holds by definition of
q

e´
q`1 and B3 holds as equation (3.23) implies
´k b
µ`k
pxb q ă µi,f
pxq q ď µ´k
pxb
q q.
i,e´ q
i,e´
q

q`1
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appendix 3.d

remaining proof of lemma 3.5.3

Remaining Proof of Lemma 3.5.3. In the second case we assume that e`
1 P
`k b
`
arg minePE tµi,e px1 qu. For resource e1 we have:
1,´
b
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e` px1 q
1

b
“1 pµ`k
k2 q ´ pµ´k
pxb q ´ ai,e` k2 q
i,min px1 q ´ ai,e`
i,e` 1
1
1
1

´k
b
“2 µ`k
pxb
1 q ´ µi,e` px1 q
i,e`
1
1

ą3 0.
`k b
Here, “1 is true by Definition (4.1), “2 as e`
1 P arg minePE tµi,e px1 qu and
ą3 by Definition (3.11) and (3.12). For resource e´
1 we have:
1,´
b
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e´ px1 q
1

2
2
“1 pµ`k
pxb
q ´ pµ´k
pxb
q
1 q ´ k ai,e`
1 q ` k ai,e´
i,e`
i,e´
1
1
1
1

“2 pµ`k
pxq ` k2 ai,e` q ´ pµ´k
pxq ´ k2 ai,e´ q
i,e`
i,e´
1

1

1

1

´k
ą3 µ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,e´ pxq.
1

Here, “1 is true by Definition (4.1), “2 as µ`k
pxb q “ µ`k
pxq ` 2k2 ai,e`
i,e` 1
i,e`
1

1

1

and µ´k
pxb q “ µ´k
pxq ´ 2k2 ai,e´ , and ą3 by definition of µ`k
i,min pxq. For
i,e´ 1
i,e´
1

1

1

´
resource e P Ezte`
1 , e1 u we have:
i,´ b
b
Bi,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e px1 q
´k b
b
“1 pµ`k
i,min px1 q ´ ai,e´ q ´ µi,e px1 q
1

“2 pµ`k
pxq ` k2 ai,e` q ´ µ´k
i,e pxq
i,e`
1

1

´k
ą3 µ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,e pxq.

Here, “1 is true by Definition (4.1), “2 as µ`k
pxb q “ µ`k
pxq ` 2k2 ai,e`
i,e` 1
i,e`
1

1

1

´k
`k
`
b
and µ´k
i,e px1 q “ µi,e pxq, and ą3 by definition of µi,min pxq. Thus, when e1 “
b
arg minePE tµ`k
i,e px1 qu, we have:
1,´ b
`k
´k
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e px1 q ą mintµi,min pxq ´ µi,e pxq, 0u.
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1 b
Thus we have ∆i pxq ă lex B1i pxb
1 q and hence, ∆pxq ă lex B px1 q. For the
´
`k
third case we assume that e1 “ arg minePE tµi,e py 1 qu. For resource e`
1 we
have:
1,´
b
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e` px1 q
1

b
2
“1 pµ`k
q ´ pµ´k
pxb q ´ k2 ai,e` q
i,min px1 q ` k ai,e´
i,e` 1
1
1
1

ą2 µ`k
pxb q ´ µ´k
pxb q
i,e´ 1
i,e` 1
1

1

“3 µ´k
pxq ´ µ`k
pxq
i,e´
i,e`
1
1
ą4 0.
`k b
Here, “1 is true by Definition 3.11 and 3.12, “2 as e´
1 “ arg minePE tµi,e px1 qu,
`
´k
`k
ą3 as player i moved a packet from e´
1 to e1 and ą4 as µi,e´ pxq ą µi,e` pxq.
1

For resource e´
1 we have:

1

1,´
b
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e´ px1 q
1

´k
b
2
b
2
“1 pµ`k
i,min px1 q ` k ai,e´ q ´ pµi,e´ px1 q ` k ai,e´ q
1

1

1

´k
b
“2 µ`k
pxb
1 q ´ µi,e´ px1 q
i,e´
1
1

ą3 0.
`k b
Here, “1 is true by Definition 3.11 and 3.12, “2 as e´
1 “ arg minePE tµi,e px1 qu,
` ´
and ą3 by Definition 4.1. For resource e P Ezte1 , e1 u we have:
1,´ b
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e px1 q
´k b
b
2
“1 pµ`k
i,min px1 q ` k ai,e´ q ´ µi,e px1 q
1

´k
ą2 µ`k
pxb
1 q ´ µi,e pxq
i,e´
1

“3 µ´k
pxq ´ µ´k
i,e pxq
i,e´
1

ą4 µ`k
pxq ´ µ´k
i,e pxq
i,e`
1
´k
ě5 µ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,e pxq.
`k b
Here, “1 is true by Definition 3.11 and 3.12, “2 as e´
1 “ arg minePE tµi,e px1 qu,
`
´k
`k
“3 as player i moves a packet from e´
1 to e1 , ą4 as µi,e´ pxq ą µi,e` pxq and
1

ě5 by definition of µ`k
i,min pxq.
´
b
Thus, when e1 “ arg minePE tµ`k
i,e px1 qu:
1,´ b
`k
´k
b
B1,`
i,min px1 q ´ Bi,e px1 q ě mintµi,min pxq ´ µi,e pxq, 0u.
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1,`
1,´
´k
b
b
As µ`k
i,min pxq ´ µi,e´ pxq ă 0 ă Bi,min px1 q ´ Bi,e´ px1 q, we have ∆i pxq ă lex
1

1 b
B1i pxb
1 q and hence, ∆pxq ă lex B px1 q.
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E Q U I L I B R I U M C O M P U TAT I O N F O R G A M E S W I T H
CONVEX COSTS

4.1

4

introduction

In Chapter 3, we studied the computation of pure Nash equilibria in atomic
splittable congestion games with singleton strategy spaces and affine cost
functions, and developed an algorithm that constructs a pure Nash equilibrium within polynomial time. In this chapter, we generalize this model and
consider cost functions which are convex and increasing.
4.1.1 Our Results and Techniques
atomic splittable congestion games We study atomic splittable
polymatroid congestion games with player-specific, convex cost functions
and show how to compute pure Nash equilibria within pseudo-polynomial
time. As equilibria in these games are not guaranteed to be rational, we
look for -approximate equilibria. Here, we say a strategy profile is an
-approximate equilibrium when no player can deviate from her current
strategy and decrease her cost by at least . Similar to Chapter 3, the idea
is to compute a pure Nash equilibrium for an associated integrally splittable
congestion game.
Recall that the class of integrally splittable singleton congestion games
has been studied before by Tran-Thanh et al. [72] for the case of playerindependent convex cost functions. Later, this problem was studied by
Harks et al. [32, 36] for the more general case of polymatroid strategy
spaces and player-specific convex cost functions. In particular, Harks et
al. prove that the algorithm by Tran-Thanh et al. has a running time which
is pseudo-polynomial in the aggregated load of the players (cf. Corollary
5.2 [32]). In Section 4.2 we discuss the algorithm by Harks et al. [32] in some
more detail.
In Section 4.3.2 we prove that for each  ą 0, we can compute a packet
size k such that the k -integral equilibrium is guaranteed to be an approximate equilibrium. Then, by using the algorithm by Harks et al. [32,
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36], one is able to compute an -approximate equilibrium within pseudopolynomial time.
multimarket oligopolies In Section 4.4 we study the problem of
computing equilibria in multimarket oligopolies, which were already introduced in Section 1.2.3 and discussed in Section 3.7. For multimarket
oligopolies with firm-specific, concave price functions and quadratic production costs, we prove that there exists a polynomial time transformation
to atomic splittable congestions games with player-specific, convex costs.
Hence, using the same techniques we used to find -approximate equilibria for atomic splittable congestion games, we are able to compute an approximate equilibrium for multimarket oligopolies with concave pricing
functions and quadratic production costs within pseudo-polynomial time.
4.1.2 Related Work
Most of the related work on this topic is already mentioned in Section 2.1.2
and Section 3.1.2. Additionally, one should be aware of the following two
results.
The problem of computing approximate equilibria in atomic splittable
congestion games with increasing, convex cost functions has been studied
very recently by Bhaskar and Lolakapuri [8]. They devise two algorithms
computing an -approximate equilibrium that runs in exponential time in
either the number of resources or the number of players, respectively. Both
algorithms are based on guessing the marginal costs of the players at an equilibrium. These marginal costs appear to have several monotonicity properties, which they exploit using a high-dimensional binary search algorithm.
Deligkas et al. [24] study the computation of -approximate equilibria in
general concave games with compact strategy spaces and Lipschitz continuous cost functions. In their paper, they decide on a number k, discretize
the strategy space and only consider k-uniform points, i.e., vectors where
all elements are integer multiples of k. Then, as for each player only finitely
many of these vectors exist, they enumerate all feasible k-uniform strategy
profiles, and pick the best candidate (see also Lipton et al. [45] for a similar
approach). This method results in an algorithm that finds -approximate
equilibria in exponential time.
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polymatroids. The definition of a polymatroid and a polymatroid congestion game were discussed in Section 2.2. The definitions found in this
chapter differ slightly from the definitions given in Section 2.2, as we introduce d as the rank of the polymatroid.
Let E “ te1 , . . . , em u be a finite set of resources and ρ : 2E Ñ R be (1)
submodular, i.e, ρpUq ` ρpVq ě ρpU Y Vq ` ρpU X Vq for all U, V Ď E, (2)
monotone, i.e., ρpUq ď ρpVq for all U Ď V and (3) normalized, i.e, ρpHq “ 0.
Then, the pair pE, ρq is called a polymatroid and the associated polyhedron
is defined as:
(
Pρ :“ x P RE
ě0 | xpUq ď ρpUq @U Ď E ,
ř
where xpUq :“ ePU xe for all U Ď E. Given a polyhedron Pρ and a rational
d P Qą0 with d ď ρpEq, a polymatroid base polytope of rank d is defined
as:
(
Pρ pdq :“ x P RE
ě0 | xpUq ď ρpUq @U Ď E, xpEq “ d .
atomic splittable polymatroid congestion games. An atomic
splittable polymatroid congestion game is represented by the tuple:
G :“ pN, E, pdi qiPN , pρi qiPN , pci,e qiPN,ePE q .
Here, N “ t1, . . . , nu is a finite player set and with every i P N, we
associate a player-specific polymatroid pE, ρi q. The strategy space of player
i P N is defined as the (player-specific) polymatroid base polytope
(
Pρi pdi q :“ xi P RE
ě0 | xi pUq ď ρi pUq @U Ď E, xi pEq “ di .
ś
The combined strategy space is denoted by P :“
iPN Pρi pdi q and we
denote by x “ pxi qiPN the overall strategy profile. The entry xi,e of the
ř
vector xi is the load of player i on e P E and xe :“ iPN xi,e is defined as
the total load on e. Resources have player-specific cost functions ci,e pxe q,
where ci,e pxe q is non-decreasing, non-negative, differentiable and convex.
1 pxq
We further assume that all cost functions ci,e pxq and their derivatives ci,e
are Lipschitz continuous:
Definition 4.2.1 (Lipschitz continuity). A function c : R Ñ R is called Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant L ą 0 such that for all x, y P R:
|cpyq ´ cpxq| ď L|y ´ x|. Here L is called the Lipschitz constant.
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The total cost of player i in strategy distribution x is defined as
ÿ
πi pxq “
ci,e pxe q xi,e .
ePE

The goal of each player is to choose a strategy xi such that her personal cost
πi pxq is minimized. As pure Nash equilibria in these games are not guaranteed to be rational, the notion of -approximate equilibria are suitable.
Definition 4.2.2 (-approximate equilibrium). Strategy x is an -approximate
equilibrium for game G, if for each i P N, and every strategy yi P Pi :
πi pyi , x´i q ě πi pxi , x´i q ´ .
`
˘
A pair x, pyi , x´i q P P ˆ P is called an improving move of player i, if
πi pxi , x´i q ą πi pyi , x´i q. Given x´i P P´i pd´i q, a strategy xi P Pi pdi q is
called a best response of player i to x´i if πi pxi , x´i q ď πi pyi , x´i q for all
yi P Pi pdi q.
When E, N, pρi qiPN and pci,e qiPN,ePE are clear from the context, we refer
to the game as Gppdi qiPN q, and write Pi pdi q instead of Pρi pdi q. For each
ś
i P N, we write P´i pd´i q “ j‰i Pj pdj q and x “ pxi , x´i q meaning that
xi P Pi pdi q and x´i P P´i pd´i q.
integral polymatroid congestion games.
troid congestion game is given by the tuple

A k-integral polyma-

Gk :“ pN, E, pdi qiPN , pρi qiPN , pci,e qiPN,ePE , kq .
Such games are very similar to atomic splittable polymatroid congestion
games, except for the fact that we are given a packet size k P Qą0 , where
di {k P N for all i P N. Here, players cannot choose any strategy in the
polymatroid base polytope, but only k-integral points. Thus, the strategy
space of player i is defined by the (player-specific) k-integral polymatroid
base polytope Pρki pdi q:
(
xi P R E
ě0 | xi pUq ď ρi pUq @U Ď E, xi pEq “ di and xi,e “ kq, q P N ě0 .
When E, N, pρi qiPN and pci,e qiPN,ePE are clear from the context, we refer to
the game as Gk ppdi qiPN q and to the strategy spaces as Pik pdi q.
Similar to atomic splittable congestion games, the complete strategy space
ś
k
of the game is defined by Pk :“
iPN Pi pdi q. For all i P N, we write
ś
k
k
P´i pd´i q “ j‰i Pj pdj q and x “ pxi , x´i q meaning that xi P Pk
i pdi q and
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x´i P Pk
if πi pxq ď πi pyi , x´i q
´i pd´i q. A strategy profile x `is an equilibrium
˘
k
k
for all i P N and yi P Pi pdi q. A pair x, pyi , x´i q P P ˆ Pk is called an improving move of player i, if πi pxi , x´i q ą πi pyi , x´i q. Given x´i P Pk
´i pd´i q,
k
a strategy xi P Pi pdi q is called a best response of player i to x´i if
πi pxi , x´i q ď πi pyi , x´i q
for all yi P Pk
i pdi q.
Harks et al. [32] developed an algorithm that computes an exact Nash
equilibrium for k-integral splittable polymatroid congestion games with
non-negative, increasing and convex cost functions (see Algorithm 7). The
running time of this algorithm is pseudo-polynomial in the aggregated
demand of the players. Their algorithm [32, Algorithm 1] starts with an
equilibrium for the game where the demand for each player is set to zero:
di1 “ 0. This game has a unique equilibrium, where xi,e “ 0 for each i P N
and e P E. Then, they repeatedly look for a player for whom di1 ă di . For
this player, they increase di1 by k and a preliminary equilibrium with respect
to the current demands di1 is recomputed by following a sequence of best
responses of the players. The running time of Algorithm 7 is Opnmpδ{kq3 q,
where δ is an upper bound on the demands di .
Algorithm 7: Computing a k-integral PNE.
Input: Gk :“ pN, E, pρi qiPN , pci,e qiPN,ePE , kq
Output: A pure Nash equilibrium x
1 di1 Ð 0, Pi1 Ð Pk
i p0q and xi,e Ð 0 for all i P N, e P E;
ř
2 for q “ 1, . . . , p iPN di q {k do
3
Choose i P N with di1 ă di ;
1
4
di1 Ð di1 ` k; Pi1 Ð Pk
i pdi q;
5
Choose a best response yi P Pi1 with ||yi ´ xi ||1 “ k ;
6
xi Ð yi ;
`
˘
7
while Di P N who can improve in Gk1 :“ N, E, pPi1 qiPN , pci,e qiPN,ePE
do
8
Compute a best response yi P Pi with ||yi ´ xi ||1 “ 2k ;
9
xi Ð yi ;
10
end
11 end
12 Return x;
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As a main result in this chapter, we prove that when all cost functions and
their derivatives are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant L, we can
decide on a packet size k such that the exact k -integral equilibrium is an
-approximate atomic splittable equilibrium.
In Section 4.3.1 we first discuss a sufficient and necessary conditions for
a strategy x to be either an atomic splittable equilibrium or a k-integral
equilibrium. Then, in Section 4.3.2, we use these conditions to prove that
for any  ą 0, we can find a packet size k such that the exact k -integral
equilibrium is an -approximate atomic splittable equilibrium. As we can
find a k -integral equilibrium within pseudo-polynomial time using 7 by
Harks, Peis and Klimm, this implies that we can find -approximate equilibria within pseudo-polynomial time.
4.3.1 Equilibrium Conditions in k-Integral Games
In atomic splittable congestion games, the marginal cost for player i on resource e is defined as:
1
µi,e pxq “ ci,e pxe q ` xi,e ci,e
pxe q.

Intuitively, the marginal cost represents the cost increase of player i when
she would increase her load on resource e. For k-integral games, the marginal
costs are defined as follows:
µ`k
i,e pxq “ pxi,e ` kqci,e pxe ` kq ´ xi,e ci,e pxe q,
$
&x c px q ´ px ´ kqc px ´ kq, if x ą 0,
i,e i,e e
i,e
i,e e
i,e
µ´k
pxq
“
i,e
%
´8,
if xi,e ď 0.

(4.1)
(4.2)

Here, µ`k
i,e pxq is the cost for player i to add one packet of size k to resource
e and µ´k
i,e pxq is the gain for player i for removing a packet of size k from
resource e.
Fujishige studied the properties of any optimal strategy that minimizes
ř
a seperable convex cost function ePE ce pxe q over a submodular system. In
this context, he showed in Theorem 8.1 [26] that for any strategy that can
be obtained from the optimal strategy by a single exchange from e to e 1 ,
the right derivative of cpxe 1 q is at least the left derivative of cpxe q. When
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we apply Theorem 8.1 [26] to k-integral games, we obtain the following
lemma:
Lemma 4.3.1. Given an atomic splittable congestion game G, and a packet size k
such that ρi pUq{k P N for all U Ď E, i P N. Given a strategy x´i P Pk
´i pd´i q
for k-integral splittable game Gk , then strategy xi P Pik pdi q is a best response for
player i if and only if for every pair pe, e 1 q P E2 the following holds. If there exists
´k
an α ą 0 such that: xi ` αpχe ´ χe 1 q P Pi pdi q, then we have: µ`k
i,e pxq ě µi,e 1 pxq.
Proof. Assume there exists an α ą 0 such that: xi ` αpχe ´ χe 1 q P Pi pdi q.
Then, as ρi pUq{k P N for all U Ď E and all i P N, we can define α 1 “ kr k1 αs,
for which it holds that xi ` α 1 pχe ´ χe 1 q P Pk
i pdi q. Then, Theorem 8.1 [26]
`k
´k
implies that µi,e pxq ě µi,e 1 pxq.

1 pxq are Lipschitz
When the cost functions ci,e pxq and their derivatives ci,e
continuous with Lipschitz constant L, we obtain the following relations
between marginal costs in atomic splittable games and k-integral games:

Lemma 4.3.2. For any feasible strategy x for game Gk , for δ “ maxiPN tdi u, we
have:
1.

1 `k
k µi,e pxq

ď µi,e pxq ` kLpδ ` 1q,

2.

1 ´k
k µi,e pxq

ě µi,e pxq ´ kLpδ ` 1q whenever xi,e ą 0.

Proof. We start by proving µ`k
i,e pxq{k ď µi,e pxq ` kLpdi ` 1q. We obtain:
µ`k
i,e pxq{k

“
“
ď1

pxi,e ` kqci,e pxe ` kq ´ xi,e ci,e pxe q
k
ci,e pxe ` kq ´ ci,e pxe q
xi,e
` ci,e pxe ` kq
k
xi,e c 1 pxe ` kq ` ci,e pxe ` kq

ď2 xi,e pc 1 pxe q ` kLq ` ci,e pxe q ` kL
“

xi,e c 1 pxe q ` ci,e pxe q ` pxi,e ` 1qkL

ď

µi,e pxq ` kLpδ ` 1q.

Inequality ď1 holds as ci,e is convex and increasing, which implies c 1 pxe `
kq ě pci,e pxe ` kq ´ ci,e pxe qq{k. We obtain inequality ď2 using Lipschitz
constant L, as it implies cpxe ` kq ď cpxe q ` kL and c 1 pxe ` kq ď c 1 pxe q ` kL.
The second inequality can be obtained in a similar way.
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Lemma 4.3.3. Given an atomic splittable congestion game G, and a packet size k
such that ρi pUq{k P N for all U Ď E and all i P N. Let xi P Pk
i pdi q be a strategy
for player i in an k-integral game. Then, if there exists an α ą 0 such that:
xi ` αpχe 1 ´ χe q P Pi pdi q,
it holds that:
µi,f pxq ´ µi,e pxq ě ´2kLpδ ` 1q.
Proof. First note that Lemma 4.3.1 states that:
`k
µ´k
i,e pxq ď µi,f pxq.

As xi ` αpχe 1 ´ χe q P Pi pdi q, we have xi,e ą 0. We combine this with
Lemma 4.3.2 to obtain that:
1 `k
µi,e pxq ´ kLpδ ` 1q ď k1 µ´k
i,e pxq ď k µi,f pxq ď µi,f pxq ` kLpδ ` 1q.

We rewrite the previous inequality, and obtain the desired statement:
µi,f pxq ´ µi,e pxq ě ´2kLpδ ` 1q.

4.3.2 Atomic Splittable and k-Integral Equilibria
In this section we focus on finding -approximate equilibria for atomic
splittable congestion games with increasing, non-negative, differentiable
and convex cost functions, where both the original function and its derivative are bounded by Lipschitz constant L. In order to do so, for each  ą 0
we define a k , and prove that the k -integral equilibrium will be an approximate atomic splittable equilibrium.
Theorem 4.3.4. Given an atomic splittable game G, where all cost functions and
their derivatives are bounded by a Lipschitz constant L. Then, for any  ą 0, there
exists a k ą 0 such that an exact equilibrium x for the k -integral splittable game
Gk is an -equilibrium for G.
Proof. As πi is convex, for any alternative strategy yi P Pi pdi q, we have
that:
πi pyi , x´i q ě πi pxi , x´i q ` ∇i πi pxi , x´i q ¨ pyi ´ xi q.
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Thus, our goal is to determine a k that bounds ∇i πi pxi , x´i q ¨ pyi ´ xi q
from below by . We define
Ei,` :“ te P E|yi,e ą xi,e u and Ei,´ :“ te P E|xi,e ą yi,e u.
Note that:
ÿ

∇i πi pxi , x´i q ¨ pyi ´ xi q “

µi,e pxqpyi,e ´ xi,e q `

ePEi,`

ÿ

µi,e pxqpyi,e ´ xi,e q.

ePEi,´

(4.4)
Consider the complete, directed, bipartite graph Gpxi , yi q on node sets
Ei,´ and Ei,` , where each node e P Ei,´ has a supply of xi,e ´ yi,e and each
node e P Ei,` has a demand of yi,e ´ xi,e . The edges of Gpxi , yi q are directed
from Ei,´ to Ei,` and the capacity ce,e 1 pxi , yi q of edge e, e 1 P Ei,´ ˆ Ei,` is
defined as:
ce,e 1 pxi , yi q “ maxtα|xi ` αpχe 1 ´ χe q P Pi pdi qu.
Then, as yi and xi are points in the polymatroid base polytope Pi pdi q,
there exists a transshipment t in Gpxi , yi q from resources in Ei,´ to resources in Ei,` that exactly satisfies all supplies, demands and capacities
(Lemma 2.3.2). We denote by te,f the amount of load transshipped from
ř
resource e to resource f in t, thus: fPEi,` te,f “ xi,e ´ yi,e if e P Ei,´
ř
and fPEi,´ tf,e “ yi,e ´ xi,e if e P Ei,` Using this transshipment, we
rewrite (4.4) in terms of t. Hence,

∇i πi pxi , x´i q ¨ pyi ´ xi q
ÿ
ÿ
“
µi,e pxqpyi,e ´ xi,e q `
µi,e pxqpyi,e ´ xi,e q
ePEi,`

ePEi,´

˜
ÿ

µi,e pxq

“
ePEi,`

ÿ
“

¸
ÿ

tf,e

fPEi,´

ÿ
pe,fqPEi,´ ˆEi,`

ÿ
“

´

µi,e pxq

ePEi,´

ÿ

µi,e pxqtf,e ´

pf,eqPEi,´ ˆEi,`

“

˜
ÿ

¸
ÿ

te,f

fPEi,`

µi,e pxqte,f

pe,fqPEi,´ ˆEi,`

ÿ

µi,f pxqte,f ´

µi,e pxqte,f

pe,fqPEi,´ ˆEi,`

pµi,f pxq ´ µi,e pxqqte,f .

pe,fqPEi,´ ˆEi,`
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Note that, in order to use Lemma 4.3.3, we need a packet size k such that
ρi pUq{k P N for all U Ď E and all i P N. Note that ρi pUq P Qě0 for all
U Ď E and all i P N, hence, we define
ρgcd :“ maxta P Qą0 | a ď 1 and @i P N, U Ď E, D` P N s.t. ρi pUq “ a ¨ `u.
Given any  ą 0, we define
k “ Q

ρgcd
2m2 Lδpδ`1q


U.

(4.6)

Note that k has the following two properties: (1) as ρgcd ď 1, we know

that k ď 2m2 Lδpδ`1q
; (2) as ρgcd {k P N, we know that ρi pUq{k P N for
all U Ď E and all i P N.
We prove that the k -integral equilibrium is also an -approximate equilibrium for the corresponding atomic splittable game. Using Lemma 4.3.3,
we know that if there exists an α ą 0 such that: xi ` αpχe 1 ´ χe q P Pi pdi q,
we have that:
µi,f pxq ´ µi,e pxq ě ´2k Lpδ ` 1q ě ´


.
m2 δ

(4.7)

By the choice of transshipment t, we have that
xi ` te,f pχf ´ χe q P Pi pdi q.
We combine Equation (4.7) with Equation (4.5) and obtain:
¨
˛
ÿ

∇i πi pxi , x´i q ¨ pyi ´ xi q ě ´ ˝
t ‚.
2 δ e,f
m
i,´
i,`
e,fPE

(4.8)

ˆE

Note that te,f ď δ and |Ei,´ ˆ Ei,` | ă m2 . Hence:
∇i πi pxi , x´i q ¨ pyi ´ xi q ą ´.
Using Equation (4.3) we obtain:
πi pyi , x´i q ą πi pxi , x´i q ´ .
Thus, player i cannot gain more than  by playing an alternative strategy yi .
As player i was chosen arbitrarily, x is an -approximate equilibrium.
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Corollary 4.3.5. Given an atomic splittable polymatroid congestion game, where
the cost functions are non-negative, increasing, differentiable, convex, and where
both the original function as its derivative are bounded by a Lipschitz constant, we
can compute an -approximate equilibrium within a running time
¨
¨ Q 2m2 Lδpδ`1q U ˛3 ˛
¨
˜
¸3 ˛
δ

L
˚
‚‹
‚.
O ˝nm ˝
‚ “ O ˝nm7 δ7
ρgcd
 ¨ ρgcd
Proof. Assume we are given  ą 0. Using Theorem 4.3.4, we can then find
a packet size k such that for any k ď k , any k-splittable equilibrium is
an -approximate equilibrium. Using the Algorithm [36, Algorithm 1] by
Harks, Peis and Klimm, we can compute a k-splittable equilibrium within
running time Opnmpδ{kq3 q. Thus, using the definition of k in (4.6), we can
find -approximate equilibria within the required running time.

Corollary 4.3.6. Given an atomic splittable singleton game, where the cost functions are non-negative, increasing, differentiable, convex, and where both the original function as its derivative are bounded by a Lipschitz constant, we can compute
an -approximate equilibrium within a running time
¨
˜
¸3 ˛
L
‚.
O ˝nm7 δ7
 ¨ ρgcd

4.4
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In this section, we derive a strong connection between atomic splittable
singleton congestion games with convex cost functions and multimarket
Cournot oligopolies with concave, decreasing and differentiable price functions and quadratic costs. Such a game is compactly represented by the
tuple
M “ pN, E, pEi qiPN , ppi,e qiPN,ePEi , pCi qiPN q,
where N is a set of n firms and E a set of m markets. Each firm i only
has access to a subset Ei Ď E of the markets and each market e is endowed with firm-specific, non-increasing, differentiable and concave price
functions pi,e ptq : R Ñ R, for all i P N. In a strategy profile, a firm i P N
chooses a non-negative production quantity xi,e P Rě0 for each market
e P Ei . We denote a strategy profile for a firm by xi “ pxi,e qePEi , and a
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joint strategy profile by x “ pxi qiPN . The production costs of a firm are of
the form Ci ptq “ ci t2 for some ci ě 0. The goal of each firm i P N is to
maximize its utility, which is given by:
´ ÿ
¯
ÿ
ui pxq “
pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ Ci
xi,e ,
ePEi

ePEi

ř

where xe :“ iPN xi,e . Note that a connection between Cournot games
with affine price functions and atomic splittable games with affine cost
functions has already been made in Section 3.7. In the rest of this section
we generalize the connection stated in Section 3.7 and prove that several
results that hold for atomic splittable equilibria and k-splittable equilibria
in games with convex cost functions carry over to multimarket oligopolies
with concave price functions.
More precisely, we prove that for each multimarket oligopoly with concave, decreasing and differentiable price functions and quadratic costs, there
exists an isomorphic atomic splittable game with convex, increasing and
differentiable costs. Moreover, we can construct the isomorphism in polynomial time.
Theorem 4.4.1. Given a multimarket oligopoly M with concave, decreasing and
differentiable price functions and quadratic costs, there exists an atomic splittable
singleton game G with convex, increasing and differentiable costs that is isomorphic
to M. Moreover, if the price functions in M are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
constant L, then the cost functions in G are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz
constant maxtL, ci u.
Proof. This proof generalizes a similar transformation stated in [34, Theorem 7.2]. Given multimarket oligopoly M, we construct an atomic splittable
singleton game G as follows. For every firm i P N we create a player i and
we define the demand di for this player as an upper bound on the maximal
quantity that firm i will produce, that is,
ÿ
di :“
maxtt | pi,e ptq “ 0u.
ePEi

Note that a rational player i would never produce more than di , as this
implies that she charges a negative price in at least one of the markets in
Ei . Thus, we can limit the strategy space for each player i P N in game M
ř
to strategies x satisfying ePEi xi,e ď di , and preserve all equilibria. Then,
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for every player i we introduce a special resource ei , and we define the set
of allowable resources for this player as:
Ẽi “ Ei Y tei u with ei ‰ ej for i ‰ j.
The cost on these special resources ei is defined as:
ci,ei ptq :“ ci pt ´ 2di q for all i P N,
which is affine and increasing, and hence differentiable, convex and Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant ci . The cost on resources e P Ei is
defined as:
ci,e ptq :“ ´pi,e ptq for all i P N.
Note that as pi,e ptq is concave, differentiable, decreasing and Lipschitz
continuous with constant L, ´pi,e ptq is convex, differentiable, increasing
and Lipschitz continuous with constant L. Note that all const functions are
lipschitz continuous with constant
L 1 :“ maxttLu Y tci uiPN u.
In order to guarantee that all cost functions are non-negative, one can add
a large positive constant cmax to every cost function. We define:
cmax “ max ttpi,e p0q | for all i P N, e P Ei u Y t2ci di | for all i P Nuu .
Note that adding cmax to every cost function does not change the equilibrium, it only adds di cmax to the total cost of each player. The total cost of a
strategy x for player i in game G is:
ÿ
1
πi px 1 q “
ci,e pxe1 qxi,e
,
ePẼi

which is equal to:
ÿ
1
1
1
πi px 1 q “
´pi,e pxe1 qxi,e
` xi,e
c pxi,e
´ 2di q.
i i
i

(4.9)

ePEi

Note that the utility function of player i in x 1 is vi px 1 q “ ´πi px 1 q. It is left
to prove that game G is isomorphic to game M. Let x be a feasible strategy
in game M. For each i P N, we define the bijective function φi : Ei Ñ Ẽ as:
ÿ
1
1
1
φi pxi,1 , . . . , xi,m q “ pxi,1 , . . . , xi,m , di ´
xi,e q “: pxi,1
, . . . , xi,m
, xi,m`1
q.
ePEi
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As we limited the strategy space for each player i P N in game M to strateř
gies x where ePEi xi,e ď di , x 1 :“ φpxq is a feasible strategy in G. For each
feasible strategy x for game M, and for each i P N, we have:
´ ÿ
¯
ÿ
ui pxq “
pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ Ci
xi,e
ePEi

ÿ
“

ePEi

´

ePEi

ÿ
“

“

¯´
xi,e

ÿ

pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ ci di ´

ePEi

ÿ

´ di ´

ePEi

´

ePEi

“

ÿ

pi,e pxe qxi,e ´ ci di ´

¯
xi,e ´ d2i

ePEi

¯´
xi,e

di ´

ÿ

¯
xi,e ´ 2di ´ d2i

ePEi

´πi pφ1 px1 q, . . . , φ1 pxn qq ´ d2i
vi pφ1 px1 q, . . . , φ1 pxn qq ´ d2i .

Thus, game M and G are isomorphic.



Remark 4.4.2. Given a multimarket oligopoly M, one can construct an atomic
splittable singleton game isomorphic to M within running time Opnmq.
Combining Corollory 4.3.5 and Theorem 4.4.1 we obtain the following
result.
Theorem 4.4.3. Given a multimarket oligopoly M, where all cost functions and
their derivatives are Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant L, one can compute an -approximate equilibrium within a running time that is pseudo-polynomial
in maxtdi | i P Nu, L and 1 .
4.5

concluding remarks

In this chapter we studied the construction of -approximate Nash equilibria in atomic splittable polymatroid congestion games with player-specific,
convex cost functions. As our main result, we proved that for any  ą 0,
we can find a packet size k such that any k -splittable equilibrium is an
-approximate atomic splittable equilibrium. Note that it was known that
this k -splittable equilibrium can be found in pseudo-polynomial time using Algorithm 1 by Harks, Peis and Klimm [32].
Then, we considered multimarket oligopolies with decreasing, concave
price functions and quadratic production costs and showed that there exists
a polynomial time transformation to atomic splittable congestion games.
Using our first result, this implies that we can compute -approximate
92

4.5 concluding remarks

Cournot-Nash equilibria for multimarket oligopolies with player specific,
decreasing, concave pricing functions and quadratic cost functions within
pseudo-polynomial time.
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N E D E R L A N D S E S A M E N VAT T I N G

Speltheorie is een gebied in de wiskunde dat de strategische interactie tussen verschillende beslissers (of spelers) analyseert en probeert te voorspellen.
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we strategische spellen, waarin een beperkte
hoeveelheid goederen moet worden verdeeld onder de verschillende deelnemers van het spel. Zulke spellen zijn er in vele varianten te vinden, en
in deze thesis bekijken we twee soorten spellen in het bijzonder: atomisch
deelbare congestiespellen en multimarkt Cournot competities. In deze spellen zijn er een aantal essentiële elementen: een verzameling van spelers,
een verzameling van mogelijke strategieën voor iedere speler, en een functie voor iedere speler die een waarde toekent aan de gespeelde combinatie
van strategieën. We leggen we de atomisch deelbare congestiespellen en
Cournot competities iets preciezer uit.
In een atomisch deelbaar congestiespel is er een verzameling spelers en
een verzameling hulpbronnen. Daarnaast heeft iedere speler een ‘vraag’
naar de hulpbronnen, en kan ze deze vraag verdelen over verschillende
toegestane combinaties van hulpbronnen. De prijs die moet worden betaald voor het gebruiken van een hulpbron hangt af van de totale vraag
naar deze specifieke hulpbron. Het doel van iedere speler is om egoïstisch
haar eigen kosten te minimaliseren. Een voorbeeld van een atomisch deelbaar congestiespel vinden we in het olie transport. Stel dat de overheid een
netwerk van oliepijpen heeft liggen, en verschillende bedrijven willen olie
transporteren door dit netwerk. Dan zijn er mogelijk meerdere routes waardoor de olie getransporteerd kan worden. Een bedrijf kan er voor kiezen
om al haar olie door dezelfde route te transporteren, of dit te verdelen over
verschillende routes. Om een pijp te mogen gebruiken moet er een vergoeding worden betaald aan de overheid, en die vergoeding hangt af van de
totale hoeveelheid olie die alle bedrijven samen door dit netwerk willen
transporteren. Des te groter de totale vraag, des te hoger de prijs. Andere
toepassingen van atomisch deelbare congestiespellen zijn te vinden in het
verkeer, het overbrengen van data over het internet en het opslaan van data
in datacentra.
In een Cournot competitie spreken we over een verzameling bedrijven
die allemaal een vergelijkbaar product willen verkopen op verschillende
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markten. Daarnaast kan het zijn dat niet ieder bedrijf toegang heeft tot iedere markt. De prijs die bedrijven voor hun product in een bepaalde markt
kunnen vragen hangt af van het totale aanbod op die markt. Daarnaast
moet ieder bedrijf rekening houden met de kosten die ze maken voor het
produceren van hun product. Het doel van ieder bedrijf is om haar eigen
winst te maximaliseren. In dit geval kan je denken aan de 77 verschillende
cola merken. Niet alle 77 merken zijn beschikbaar in ieder land. Zo wordt
Amrat Cola wel verkocht in Pakistan, maar niet in Nederland. In een strategie bepaalt een bedrijf hoeveel cola ze in totaal moet produceren en hoeveel
cola er in welke landen verkocht moet worden.
Een belangrijk concept binnen de speltheorie is het Nash-evenwicht. Een
Nash-evenwicht is een collectie van strategieën waarin geen enkele speler kan profiteren van een wijziging in haar eigen strategie, wanneer ze
aanneemt dat alle andere spelers hun gekozen strategie behouden. Zo’n
evenwicht wordt ook wel een stabiele oplossing genoemd. Merk op dat
een Nash-evenwicht meestal hogere kosten met zich meebrengt dan een
strategie profiel dat is bepaald door een centrale autoriteit. In multimarkt
Cournot competities spreken we van een Cournot-Nash evenwicht. Dit betekent dat een evenwicht wordt gegeven in de optimale verkoopcijfers voor
ieder land.
In dit proefschrift vind u drie artikelen die Nash-evenwichten analyseren
in atomisch deelbare congestiespellen en multimarkt Cournot competities.
We focussen ons op twee aspecten: het vinden van een Nash-evenwicht en
bepalen aan welke criteria een spel moet voldoen zodat het Nash-evenwicht
uniek is.
hoofdstuk 2 We bestuderen voor welke verzamelingen van strategieën
een Nash-evenwicht gegarandeerd uniek is. Het uniek zijn van evenwichten is een fundamentele eigenschap van een strategisch spel. Deze eigenschap maakt het namelijk mogelijk om van te voren de uitkomst van het
spel te voorspellen. Wanneer er meerdere evenwichten mogelijk zijn, is het
niet duidelijk welk evenwicht zal worden geselecteerd door de spelers.
Het belangrijkste resultaat dat we in dit hoofdstuk bewijzen is gebaseerd
op de theorie over polymatroïden. We introduceren een speciale klasse van
polymatroïden en noemen die tweezijdige stroom-polymatroïden. Het Nashevenwicht van een spel is uniek wanneer voor iedere speler geldt dat
haar mogelijke strategieën samen een basis vormen van een tweezijdige
stroom-polymatroïde. Daarnaast bewijzen we dat de klasse van tweezijdige
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stroom-polymatroïden de bekende klasse van basisorderbare matroïden bevat, welke regelmatig voorkomen in de praktijk.
We vullen onze resultaten aan met de theorie dat matroïden noodzakelijk
zijn om te garanderen dat het Nash-evenwicht uniek is. In andere woorden,
voor elk atomisch deelbaar congestiespel met ten minste drie spelers geldt
dat als er een speler bestaat waarvoor de strategieruimte niet gelijk is aan
de basis van een matroïde, er een isomorfisme bestaat naar een een spel
dat meerdere evenwichten heeft. Er is nog niets bekend over spellen waar
de staretegie ruimtes van de spelers wel matroïden zijn, maar geen basisorderbare matroïden.
Daarnaast bestuderen we ook voor welke kostenfuncties van de hulpbronnen we kunnen garanderen dat er een uniek Nash-evenwicht is. Uit
eerder onderzoek was bekend dat wanneer alle kostenfuncties polynomen
zijn met een graad van maximaal drie, de evenwichten uniek zijn. We generaliseren dit bewijs en introduceren een grotere klasse van kostenfuncties
waarvoor hetzelfde resultaat geldt.
hoofdstuk 3 In dit hoofdstuk ontwikkelen we het eerste algoritme dat
Nash-evenwichten construeert binnen polynomiale tijd, voor atomisch deelbare congestiespellen met affiene kostenfuncties en wanneer de strategieën
bestaan uit slechts één element. Ons algoritme is puur combinatorisch en
construeert een exact evenwicht wanneer de invoer rationeel is. Het idee is
om een puur Nash-evenwicht te vinden voor een geassocieerde geheeltalligdeelbare polymatroïde, waar spelers hun vraag alleen kunnen verdelen in
geheeltallige veelvouden van een gemeenschappelijke pakketgrootte. Hoewel geheeltallig-deelbare congestiespellen al eerder zijn bestudeerd, is er
nog geen algoritme bekend dat Nash-evenwichten in polynomiale tijd construeert. Ook voor deze klasse ontwikkelen we het eerste algoritme dat
werkt in polynomiale tijd en gebruiken deze als bouwsteen voor ons belangrijkste resultaat van dit hoofdstuk.
Daarnaast ontwikkelen we ook een transformatie, die werkt binnen polynomiale tijd, van een multimarkt Cournot competitie met bedrijfs-specifieke
affiene prijsfuncties en kwadratische productiekosten naar een atomisch
deelbaar congestiespel. Deze transformatie behoudt de evenwichten, en
daarom kunnen we via ons algoritme voor atomisch deelbare congestiespellen ook voor deze spellen de Nash-evenwichten vinden binnen polynomiale tijd. Tenslotte volgen uit onze analyse ook nieuwe grenzen op het verschil tussen atomisch deelbare en geheeltallig-deelbare Cournot-evenwichten.
Deze nieuwe grenzen kunnen worden gezien als een generalisatie van
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de recente grenzen voor Cournot-competities op een enkele markt door
Todd [69].
hoofdstuk 4 We construeren we -benaderbare Nash-evenwichten voor
atomisch deelbare congestiespellen met convexe kostenfuncties, en strategieruimtes die gelijk zijn aan de basis van een polymatroïde. Net als in
Hoofdstuk 3, pakken we dit aan door een puur Nash-evenwicht te vinden voor een geassocieerde geheeltallig-deelbare polymatroïde. We weten
dat een Nash-evenwicht voor een geheeltallig-deelbaar congestiespel geconstrueerd kan worden binnen pseudo-polynomiale tijd. In dit hoofdstuk
beslissen we voor iedere  ą 0 over een pakketgrootte k, zodat het geassocieerde k-deelbare evenwicht een -benaderbaar evenwicht is voor het
originele atomisch deelbare congestiespel.
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All knowledge is connected to all other knowledge. The fun is in making the
connections.
— Arthur Aufderheide
For research to be valuable, one should be able to explain its utilisation
and its impact on society. Thus, in this chapter, we discuss the economic
and social relevance of this thesis and identify groups for which, in addition to the academic community, these results are of interest. We start
with the use of game theory in general, and its shortcomings. Then, we
discuss how the field of Algorithmic Game Theory (AGT) arose from these
shortcomings, and we discuss some real-life examples in which the AGTcommunity made a difference. This thesis focusses on the uniqueness and
computation of Nash equilibria in resource allocation games, and hence,
we also discuss the relevance of these specific type of games and how the
results obtained in this thesis can be used in practice. Lastly, we discuss the
relevance of this research for the field of Transportation Science, and the
steps that are made to collaborate with other communities in order to face
the challenges that are arising in network design and autonomous vehicles.
Game theory, also referred to as decision theory, models strategic interaction of multiple rational decision makers. In contrast to the field of classical optimization, game theorists assume that there is no central authority
that is making these decisions, but instead, players behave selfishly and
aim to maximize their private utility. Applications of this field include a
large number of economic and political phenomena and approaches, such
as auctions, voting systems, fair division, duopolies, oligopolies and social
network formation. Even in biology, game theory has been used as a model
to understand many different phenomena, like the stable approximate 1:1
sex ration in most species, animal communication, fighting behavior and
territoriality.
Research in game theory usually focusses on equilibria or ‘solution concepts’, and the most famous of these is the Nash equilibrium. A set of strategies is called a Nash equilibrium when no player can unilaterally deviate
from her current strategy and increase her utility. Though game theorists
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are particularly interested in these Nash equilibria, they do not consider
the complexity issues that might arise when one actually wants to compute
them, which would be one of the main concerns of any computer scientist. Algorithmic game theory arose due to this discrepancy between game
theory and computer science.
Nisan et al. write in their book Algorithmic Game Theory [56] that “if an
equilibrium concept is not efficiently computable, much of its credibility as
a prediction of the behavior of rational agents is lost”. We should be able to
simulate each decision maker by a machine and as Kamal Jain said: “If your
laptop cannot find the equilibrium, neither can the market”. Therefore, one
of the core activities of the AGT-community is to find efficient algorithms
that compute Nash equilibria. Besides computing them, this community
also studies the existence of equilibria, the uniqueness of equilibria and
the complexity of computing them. Lastly, another popular topic is the
convergence of best responses. Given an arbitrary state of the game, people
might be able to increase their utility by unilaterally changing their strategy.
The best improvement that can be made is called a best response. A change of
strategy might cause a reaction by other players, and we obtain a sequence
of best responses. Does such a sequence converge to a steady state (a Nash
equilibrium)? Or will it cycle?
Results on the existence and uniqueness of equilibria are currently used
in network design. For example, it is seen in practice that adding a road to
an existing network might cause an increased overall journey time, a phenomenon called the Braess paradox. In Seoul, South Korea, congestion was
reduced when a motorway was removed as part of a restoration project
and in 1990, closing 42nd street in New York improved traffic in that area.
When we are able to efficiently compute equilibria, one can identify such
roads and close them to reduce the overall journey times. Furthermore, if
one knows that best responses will converge to a Nash equilibrium, any
set of arbitrary paths chosen by the cars will after some time converge to
a steady traffic flow. Thus, applications of being able to efficiently compute equilibria can be found, among others, in transportation science and
network design.
In this thesis, I study the uniqueness and complexity of computing equilibria in resource allocation games. These games play a key role in a wide
range of applications including traffic networks and telecommunication networks. In particular, we looked at atomic splittable congestion games and
multimarket oligopolies. The practical application for multimarket oligopolies
seems clear. Given a set of companies and markets, a strategy of a company
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is to decide how many goods it wants to sell in each market. Atomic splittable congestion games also occur often, but they might be a bit harder to
spot. Besides the obvious applications in traffic, we find one in queueing
theory: assume we are given a set of M/M/1 queues served in a first-comefirst-serve fashion, and a finite set of companies, each sending packets to
the queues with some company-specific arrival rate. Each queue has a single server with an exponentially distributed service time. Note that when
more packets are assigned to a queue, the average sojourn time will increase. Each company needs to find a fractional distribution of her packets
over the queues that minimizes the average sojourn time of her packets.
In Chapter 2 we study the uniqueness of Nash equilibria in strategic
games. This property is key to actually predict the outcome of distributed
resource allocation: if there are multiple equilibria, it is not clear upfront
which equilibrium will be selected by the players. This issue has been raised
explicitly by Aumann [5]: “...it is by no means clear how the players would
arrive at an equilibrium, why they should play equilibrium strategies, and
how a specific equilibrium would be chosen from among the set of all equilibria”. In this chapter, we investigate strategy spaces that have the property that Nash equilibria are unique, no matter how the strategy spaces of
the different players are interweaved. As a result, we introduced the class
of bidirectional flow polymatroids. Such a result can be useful in the design of new games. For example: assume that given a network, each player
needs to connect all her nodes in a connected subgraph of this network,
e.g., players need to divide their demand over spanning trees of a connected network. Then, whenever this network is known to be generalized
series-parallel, equilibria are known to be unique.
In Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 we study the computation of Nash equilibria on networks with only parallel edges or, more generally, strategy
spaces where each strategy consists of a single resource. Note that it is already known that equilibria are unique in this setting. The main idea is to
construct an equilibrium in a corresponding integral splittable congestion
game. This can be done within polynomial time in case cost functions are
affine, and within pseudo-polynomial time whenever the cost functions are
increasing, non-negative and convex. Furthermore, we showed that multimarket oligopolies with affine price functions and quadratic costs can be
modelled as atomic splittable congestion games, and hence, also compute
Nash equilibria for this setting. The impact of these results is that whenever
a game can be modelled as an atomic splittable congestion game, players
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are able to compute the unique Nash equilibrium of this game and play
accordingly.
In order to make a real change, collaboration with companies as TomTom, Google Maps and the Transportation Science community is necessary.
Though the Algorithmic Game Theory community can find exact equilibria in many situations, the models that are used are merely a simplification
of reality. Through collaboration and discussions, we should settle on new
basic assumptions that make the current models more realistic. Currently,
one of the most interesting collaborations in this direction is the Dagstuhl
seminar on Dynamic Traffic Flow models in Transportation Science. So far,
this seminar has been organized twice, first in Oktober 2016 and a second
time in March 2018. This seminar brings together researchers from three different communities: Simulations (SIM), Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)
and Algorithmic Game Theory (AGT). Among other points, the seminar
initiated a systematic study of the complexity of equilibrium computation
for DTA models – which is the core task when resolving dynamic traffic
assignment problems. As equilibrium computation and its complexity are
one of the core topics of this thesis, I gave a talk at both seminars and in
this way contributed to the valuable discussions.
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